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ABSTRACT

of this study was to determine v/hat
variables were involved in the administrative use of
microcomputers in schools, and how these variables were being
accounted f or in Winnipeg schools. Questionnaires \ÁJere
init.ially mailed to a'l I 46 h.igh schools in the Metro Winnipeg
The major purpose

area. Completed questionnaires vtere received from 41 schools
(8e8) .
From these resufts, six schools were identified as
presently employing the microcomputer for administrative
use, and personnel in these school-s were interviewed during
personal visits.
The major conclusions reached in the study are as follows:
I. The great potential which exists for administrative
use of the microcomputer has not been developed significantly
by Winnipeg high schools.
II. Operating software availabl.e to microcomputer users
is varied but adequate.
III. Since administrative software up to the t,ime this
study was conducted has been commercially available to only
a limited extent, Winnipeg high schools attempted to develop
their own - with very limited success.
IV. In general, winnipeg high schools have not acquired
the necessary microcomputer hardware to facilitate administrative applications
V. While the costs of microcomputer based administrative
services may be high, ìJP to this point expenditures by
Winnipeg high schools in this area have been relatively
l- l_

limited.
VI. The role of the Winnipeg administrator has yet to
be affected bY the microcomputer.

l_l_r
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The age of the microcomputer is upon us as we enter

1980's. While the first microprocessor chip, the Intel
4004, appeared as recently as 197II, microcomputer manufacturers have sínce seized every opportunity to accelerate
further technological developments. Succeeding advancements
in silicon chip technology facilitated the production of
systems characterized by sma1l physical size, but possessing
astounding capabilities. This increase in microprocessor
unit (MPU) capability along with new technical de-"'elopments,
mass production, a,nd the competitive marketplace, has led to
a reduction in the cost of microcomputer units. The impetus
towards microcomputers has been further enhanced by the
improved d.ependability achieved with advances in solid-state
technology, microcircuitry, and modular construction methods'
All of th.ese factors have been instrumental in promoting the
development and extension of microcomputer applications in
Ëhe

many new areas.

Despite the rapid growth cf the industry, microcomputer
uses for education have developed rather slowly. Vühile it
might be argued that the rapid deveiopments in computer

for educators to keep
abreast of recent changes, it is clear that similar
technology have made it difficult

t Timothy J. Thompson, "An Overview of Microprocessor
Central Processing Units (CPU) ", Educational Technology,
October 1979, P. 4I.
-t1

-2-

d.ifficulties for homes and businesses across North America
are being svriftly surmounted by an intrigued and thirsting
population. Whether school-s are able to keep pace with thj's
vigorous movement may be afmost entirely dependent upon the
adaptabil-ities of school administrators.
Formerly, the h.igh costs of computer use restricted
educational applications to large systems and packaged
programs. In this context numerous school boards and
departments of education either employed programmers to
instruct leased computers, or submitted data directly to

a

contracted computer service. The recent developments in the
SCOpe and Cost Of micrOcomputerS have nr)\^,l created an abundanCe

of possible administrative applications for the individual
school. In fact, manufacturers are currently marketing
systems capable of storing and editing records, class
schedules, student timetables, master timetables, attendance
files, and budget entries. The challenge becomes for school
ad.ministrators to utilize th.is new technology in an efficient
and effective manner.
Research Proo-Iem

Study Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine what variables

are involved in the administrative use of m-icrocomputers in
schools, and how these varíables are being accounted for in
w-i-nnipeg schools.

Research Questions

In order to meet the purpose of the study, research

-3questions were identified in the context of the following
areas related to the administrative use of computers in

l-¡.lii

ii.:a:ì:

schools.

Applications

1. What administrative applications of the microcômputer
are suggested in the literature by the authorities?
2. To what extent is the microcomputer being used for
administrative purposes in Winnipeg schools?
Software

3. a) What operating and application software is
available, and which of these are recommended in the literature?
b) What sources of software exist for the prospective user in Manitoba?
4. V'Ihat sof tware is being used for administrative
functions by !ùinnipeg schools?
Hardware

5. What are the options in microcomput-er hardware
available for administrative use in schools' and which of
t.hese are recommended in the literature?
6. What hardware is being used and recommended by
Winnipeg schools using the microcomputer for administrative
purposes?
Costs

7. What is the cost in time, resources, and personnel
to those schools using computer based administrative services?
8. What costs in terms of time, resources' and
personnel have been borne by Winnipeg schools using the

.l:li

-4-

w

microcomputer for administration?

^edministrative

g.

"

iw

ìff
rx

Ro1es

x

implications will the advent of the microcomputer
have upon the role of educational administrators?
10. What implicatj-ons has the microcomputer had for
the role of the educational administrator in Winnipeg high
V'that

-"ë

-_Ì
.

"$
-"'t
.$

schools?

Significance of the Study
In recent years, there has been renewed interest in
integrating the computer, in particular the microcomputer,

into both the curricula and school 1eveI administrative
functions. It is no longer a question of "whether" the
computer should be used at the adninistrative or instructional
level in schools, but rather one of "how" the integration of
the computer into various school functions v¡ill occur. It
follows, therefore, that the challenge for educationaladministrators is to accept the inevitable presence of
computers in schools, become computer literate, and direct
microcomputer use so as to serve the best interests of
:.,

:':

:

li.
.i:l

education.

In the province of Manitoba there have been no studies
reported in the area of administrative microcomputer use by
individual schools. Such a study should assist school
administrators in meeting the challenge of using microcomputers
for administrative functions.
It is therefore the purpose of the present study to
address the specific case of the administrative use of

-)':
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-5microcomputers in schools in order to:

I. Identify from the literature relevant information
on the computer and microcomputer in order to build a historical framework.
If. Indicate to what extent Winnipeg schools had
progressed in using the microcomputer for administration.
III. Indicate which microcomputers had been found to be
suitable for administrative functions by Winnipeg schools.
IV. Establish background information regarding the
"state of the art" for further research in this area.
Lirnitations
This study relied on (1) published literature and
research for information concerning present uses and
recommendations in North America, and (2) perceptg.al and

observational data regarding administrative use of cornputers

in Manitoba schools.
The research pertaining to th.e use of microcomputers
for administrative functions in Manitoba schools was dependent
upon both the interpretation of questions by the respondents,
as well as the interpretation of responses by the intervie$ter.
A further limitation was imposed due to the newness of
the field being investigated" While microcomputer use is
now rapidly developing in Manitoba, this was not the case
when research data was gathered. Consequently, what was true
when this study was undertaken may no longer be true at the
time of completion.

-6Delimitations

This study was intended to reflect conditions as they
existed prior to the spring of L982"
Further restrictions imposed by the author j-ncluded
directing the guestionnaire exarnining microcomputer use
only to principals of Winnipeg hj.gh schools, as weII as
confining the content and discussion of same to the administrative use of microcomPuters.
Definitions
I"licrocomputer - These uniLs are portable, cost from
$200 to $8,000, usually possess main me¡nory of 64K or less,
and are capable of a wide variety of applications ranging
from computer games to sma1l business accounting.
Minicomputer Computer systems which are more difficult
to move, cost from $2Or0O0 to $500,000, but feature a much
larger

machi.ne memory and impressive speed-

Mainframe - Thi.s term was used tc refer to a large

computer system housed permanentl.y in a central- Iocation,
costing about a million dol]ars, and capable of handling

Iarge data bases using complex file manipulations while
demonstrating incredible sPeed.
For a more comprehensive list of definitions, the reader
is referred to Appendix A: A selected Glossary of Terms
Useful in oealing With computers.2
2 ch.rles H. Douglas and John S. Edwards, "A Selected
Glossary of Terms Useful in Dealing With Computers ",
Educatiónal Technology, october L979, p. 62:::

i
al

:

-7Methodology

data-gathering steps v/ere required in
crder to address the research problem: (]) an examination
of the literature and research in the area of microcomputer
use for administration in order to deductively derive a
Two research and

conceptual framework with which to examine the administrative
use of microcomputers in Winnipeg high schools; and (2) the
gathering of descriptive and perceptual data regarding the use

of microcomputers for administration in Winnipeg high schools.
While a wj-de range of lit,erature related to microcomputers
in school administration was examined, particular attention
was accorded to sources in the following five areas:
1. Administrative Functions of Computers and
Microcomputers

2.
3.
4.
5.

lticrocomPutef Software
MicrocomPuter Hardware

Microcomputer cOStS (time, resources, personnel)
Microcomputers and Changing Administrative Ro1es"

A microcomputer questionnaire (Appendices B and C)

r¡tas

sent to Metro Winnipeg High Schools and resulted in
the identification of schools involved in the administrative
use of microcomputers. Subsequent personal interviews were
of each of these
personnel in
conducted with
schools using the Interview Schedule included in Appendix

D

as a guide.

Finally, the major analytical component of the thesis
involved the comparison of the user variabl.es as identifieC

-B-

in the literature with the user variables in the fiel-d in
order to address the major problem statement.
In this chapter, the main research problem and research
questions investigated in the study, limitations, delimitations,
definition of terms used in the study, and methodology \^tere
presented. The remainder of the thesis was organizeC as
follows:

ch. 2
ch. 3
ch. 4
ch. 5

Review of Related Literature

Research Design and MethodologY

Presentation and Analysis of Data
Summary, Conclusions, and Recorünendations

CHAPTER

IÏ

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In this chapter, related literature is examined in
order to identify (1) the unique characteristics of the
microcomputer, and (2) variables regarding the use of the
microcomputer for performing administrative functions in
schools. In the first section of this chapter, common
computer characteristics are discussed in order to place the
administrative use of microcomputers in the context of the
broader issue of ccmputers in general" In the second
section, the administrative use of computers is examined
under the following headings: (I) administrative functions;
(2) software; (3) ha.rdware; (4) costs; and (5) administrative
roles. The intent of this cha.pter is to construct a framework which may be used to examine microcomputer use for
administration in Winnipeg high schools.
The Computer

Characteristics of a Computer
While a variety of definitions of the term "computer"
exist in the literature, Spencer's comparatively simple
assertion that a computer "is a machine for performing
complex processes on information without manual intervention"3
will be considered sufficient for this paper" Vlithin this
framework, then, would be included electronic data processing

3 o. D. spencer, Computers in Society, (RochelIe Fark,

N.J.: Hayden, 1974) , p. 6,

-9-

-10-

as r'/ell as any other device which
machines, EDP processors'

by discrete electrical
represents numerical quantitj-es
and arithmetically'
states and can be manipurated logicalry
varieties of computer regardless of make or

AII

'

(hardware) and
design, require both physical equipment
Elements common to
programs or instructions (software) '

acomputer'shardwareareaCentralProcessingUnit(CPU)'
amethodfordatainput,amethodfordataoutput,andan
external storage capability (Figur:e I ' )
Central Processing Unit
ARTTHMETIC
EXTERNAL
STORAGE
STORAGE

il

CONTROL

Figure 1
Schematic of a ComPuter
SoURcE: D. Moursund, Schoof Agministr?lgf:s-Il9f9+u9!ion
rnEerr
to Instructional use of comÞuters'regon:
university ol
mm;
Oregon, 1980), P. B"
referred to
The central processing unit, of cpu, is commonly
=

asthe,,brain,,ofthecomputersinceitcontrolsdecisions'
performsarithmeticoperations'andcontainsthemachine's
internal meimorYwhilethefunctionoftheCPUhasremainedrelatively

: ìl:li

i:.i.4

.rì
1

i.ì

-rtconstant throughout the years, the technology utilized in
.its construction has not. The magnetizabl-e ferrite

Or "cores" Suspended On a lattice of crossed wires
to the sixties were quickly ou.tmoded by advances

WaShers
common

in solid-state conductor memory and integrated circuits.
similarly, recent development of the sj-Iicon "chip" has
resulted in semiconductor memory becorning rapidly obsoiete.
Whatever the technology employed, the CPU may be
visualized as a series of "on-off" switches or states,
each of which is regarded as a "bit" of informatj-on. Six
to eight bits in a row are feferred to as a byte and are
used by the machine to represent one alphabetic, numeric,
or special symbol. Different manufacturers use a string
of from one to eight of these bytes to represent a computer
tth¡ord".

to the nature of the on-off storage employed, the
computer changes a1J- information into BINARY (base-two)
numbers before placing it in storage. It is of interest to
note that aIl logical and arithmetic operations are performed
in binary with the results converted back to alphabetic
or base-ten (decimal) format before output to the user.
Data input to a computer may be accomplished by a
number of devices which convert the given information into
binary format to be stored in memory " whil-e the most
conìmon form of input has been the punched card, additional
devices capable of this function are the paper tape reader,
Due

optical Scanner, magnetic ink character reader, and keyboard"

:::::i'

-L2Data output is most often performed by means of a line

printel which forms numerals, letters, or other characters
on continuous rolls of paper. other output devices in
common use are the card punch, paper tape punch, and cathode
ray tube (CRT or TV).
External storage capability

refers to the ability

of

a computer to store masses of data outside the cPU, and
to transfer this information between central memory and the

external storage device as required" The most common
storage devices use magnetic recordj-ng surfaces applied to
drums (spinning cylinders), rigid discs (hard plastic
spinning discs), floppy discs (flexible plastic spinning
discs), and magnetic tapes. While core, drum, and disc
memories allow for random access (RAM), the nature Of
magnetic tape restricts its use to a serial access format.
Hence, to acquire the i¡rformation in the 500th word on tape,
499 words must first be read '
clearly the access speed., of time requj-red to find and
retrieve a word from memory, will vary with each type of
external storage device. It should be noted, however, that
since the average access time of rigid discs is .010
seconds while that of CPU memory is .0000004 seconds, the
internal storage capability of a computer is of prime
importance to users.4
L

' R.C- Dorf, Computers and Man, (San Fransisco:
and Fraser, L977) , pp:-fTg --T27.

Boyd
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software is the term used to refer to the combination
of Operating System and applications proqrams.
An operating system controls the functioning cf the
computer after transforming or compiring the computer
language instructions into machine code. while a large
computer may be supplied with compilers for many languages

(eg. Fortran, Cobol, A1go1, pl,l, and BASIC), microcomputers
normally support onry one language but possess expansion

capability. All computers perform instructions sequentially,
but while microcomputers typically interpret and execute
only one instruction at a time, rarger computers are able
to execute many progirams simultaneously. one exampre of
such a large computer is the rBM system 360 Model r95, a
machine capable of processing instructions at the rate of
one every 54 billionths of a second, or the time that light,

travelling at the rate of 186,28l miles per second., can move
53 feet. This multi-million dollar machine can solve 15
problems simultaneously, store the contents of more than
3 million books, and locate and read any one of the books

{f

lÌ
nì,

in less than one second.S
Applications programs instruct the computer, in a
given computer language, to perform specific steps in order
to attain a desired outcome. Arthough the majority of the
required programs could be created on site, users often
elect to purchase these products when conìmercially available.

ìì
i'ì

it
r.
i:ì

iì,

l

sìì

l!

5 o.o. Spencer, op cit.,

p.

i:66"

-14In any case, gcod-quality, well-documented applications
software is a high priority among computer users'
However powerful a computer appear:s to be, there
limitations on its actual
exist some very real and critical
A computer cannot think, create, infer,
abilities.
discriminate, or make value judgements. In the words of
president John F. Kennedy, May 2I, 1963, when he wel-comed
back astronaut GOrdon Cooper: "However extra-ordinary
computers may be, man is the most extra-ordinary

computer

of all ".6
Characteristics

of a Microcomputer

A microcomputer system is a modufar arrangement of

a number of interacting components, some of which may be
enclosed in a single container (see Figure 2) As with other computers, microcomputers require both
hardware and sof tI^¡are, and the standard components in a
microcomputer system are: a Microprocessor Unit (CPU or MPU)
a method of data input, a method of data output, and an
external mass storage device.

or cPU consists of one or several large scale
integrated circuits, existing on "chips" of silicon, and
Located within the main comPuter housing where theY are
mounted on circuit boards. These same integrated circuits
also provide the internal memorY of the microcomPuter in
both the Random Access (RAM) and Read Only (ROM) forms.
The Mpu

6 rbid, p.5"

iarl

i:ì
ì;,4

-

tìì
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Circuit boards with
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ASC|l Keyboard for lnput

C¿ssette Tape Player/ Recorder

INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES

MASS STORACE DEVICES

FJ-gure

2

A Microcomputer System

Source: lvilliam C. House and James E. Shankle, "Choosing
the Right Microcomputer", Journaf of Ed. Data Processilqg,
vol. 13, #13, p. B,
Whereas RAM

is usually volatil-e or

por,i¡er-dependent memory

which can be erased and reprogrammed at will,

is
permanently burned into the computer's memory boards, and
hence is space unavailable to the programm"t.T
ROI1

Although microcomputer internal storage could

7 Dorrglas and Edwards, op. cit , p.
"

64 .

-16theoretically be aII RAM, most machines emploY a combination
of R.AM and ROM in their design. Current B-bit microcompuLers
contain from 4000 to 64000 (4K to 64K) bYtes of internal
memory, a large percentage of which is RAM and therefore

user accessibleData input for microcomputers could be accomplished by
means of a number of external storage devices, but it is
most commonly achieved via a keyboard which also controls
computer oPerations.

Data output from microcomputers may be communicated to
either a line printer, video Screen, ot external storage
device.

Typical line printers accept data from the MPU and print
ciraracters on continuous rolls of paper by impact, heat,
electrical charges, or spraying ink" The vast majority
of microcomputers utilize impact printers due to the forbidding cost of sophisticated non-impact technology.
Video screens are common to most microcomputers,
either as a built in feature or aS an add-on component
through which users may supply their or¡rrl television.
External storage for microcomputers is commonly
restricted to cassette tape or "floppy" disc, although
hard d.iscs are becoming more available as related technology
improves.
whereas earlj-er machines commonly employed cassette

tape for external storage, this method has proved to

be

-L7

-

inadequate due to both the serial* nature and the inaccuracy
involved. A much more efficient device is the 5L" flexible

(floppy¡ disc which stores more than 250,000 characters, and
a1lows any point on its surface to be accessed in a fraction
of a second. Ner^/er approaches to this technology have
produced an 8" disc capable of storing one million characters,
and further advances in the area of increased transportable
soon be avail-able.

storage will

Although the cost of the recently introduced hard
disc units has been comparativety high, the benefits obtained
in the form of storage capability, permanence, and access
time may warrant their carefuf consideration. Permanent
disc access time, while not available to the author, is
known to be many times faster than that of floppy disc

(approximately 0.5 seconds) and cassette tape (approximately
120 seconds)

.

Software for microcomputers, as with computers, consists

i¡i;

¿l

of both the Operating (operating system and computer
language(s) ) and Apptication (programs) varieties.
Microcomputer operating Systems are placed in ROM at
the time of manufacture and facilitate using the attributes
of the machine. Typical operating systems control
input-output (T/O) functions (keyboard line printers, etc. )
in addition to storage and retrieval of data.
The computer language most commonly used to communicate
*

access.

11 nf
or a
discussion on s(3ria1
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v,ith microcomputers is BASIC. This language is not usually
compiled, but is interpreted and executed one statement at
a time in a very slow and tedious manner. With the develop-

of an increasing number of microcomputers for business
applications, interpreters will- soon be completely replaced

ment

by comPilers.

application software refers to a program or series of
computer employs to solve a problem
instructions which
-the
or to perform a specific task. As with larger computers,
application software may be developed on-site or purchased
(if avail-able). Whatever the route, the importance of
quality software cannot be overemphasized.
Differences Between Large Computers and Microcomputers
A comparison of large main-frame computers with smaller
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microcomputers is Showrr in Table I. It can be seen from

,::::i::¡

Table I that, although similar in many respects, there are

,itìa::Ì;È

differences with implications for
administratj-ve application in schools.
Whil-e the central processing units (CPU's or MPU's) of
both types of computer perform similar functions, the large
computer CPU is much more efficient and able to handle
many jobs at once. This feature, when combined with a
larger interna.l- memory and expanded word size, produces
significant differences in the ability of large computer
and microcomputer central- processing units. In particular,
the smaller internal memory and B-bit MPU common to a
microcomputer severely restrict potential file manipulation

ì¡rì::ì:l
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I

comparison of Large computers with Microcomputers

Basis for
Comparison

Microcomputer

Large Computer

-single-chrp technology B-bit MPU
-can handle onIY
one job at a time
-capabJ.e of max.
64K internal storage

ãntral- Processing Unit

-usual-l-y

Data InPut

-mostly punched card

-mostly keyboard,
some cassette LaPe/
floppy disc

Data OutPut

-hard copy printer,
video display, ot

-mostly hard coPY
printer (slow and

(cPU)

memory,

but can be " chips "
-capable of handling
many jobs at once
-very large amount
of interna I storage
and keyboard

taPe,/disc

expensive )
-some video disPIaY,

cassette taPe, or
floppy disc

4. External

-tape or hard disc
-large capabilitY

-floppy disc or
cassette taPe (hard
disc coming)
-about 1000 records/
B" ftoppy disc

5. Software

-available but verY
expensive
-reliab1e

-l-ittIe available,
but cheaP
-mostly unproven
-approx. $5000 and uP

Storage

Cost
7. Speed

$100,000 Plus

-computer itself very -relatively
fast
-card punching,waiting

very time

B. Repertoire

very slow

consuming

-unlimited possibilities

-difficulty with
Iarge data base
and file
maniPulation

-20f or many
l,*l .data base operations of the type required
tiì-:.::iaì:,r.,
+.jrrô -nnl ir-.alions
.¡*a*i"istratr
!ltì,iìrf:1,*:r:,., Although both machines may accept data input from a
i:ìiiì.il:iäi:l.'
I
typically have employed punched
il,t::,i....î.jilfeyboard, larger computers
this purpose. In terms of both the permanence
l,iiì¡:¡'ì...¡. '"ards for
in repeared
lì;iìl ,,"f inpur dara and rhe efficiency invorved
input operations, it would appear that the large computer
possesses some advantage with its punched card input format.
Both the microcomputer and large computer are able
to output data on video screen, line printer, tape, ot
disc. Therefore, âny advantage that exists in this area
would be due to the sophistication or speed of ihe rel-ated
.:.illliììSìì:i.-iS,:,'.,,,

4.1ìrl:ìaì:!:l:.i:ìi11.:,:¡::rhiì:r'

!:r:ììì].lli.1;:|::ìì:li:-

.

jì|..ì..
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peripheral equipment attached to the different computers.
A large difference may be seen in the external storage
common to these two computers. While the microcomputer
employs cassette tape or floppy disc for this function, the

Iarger computer attains much faster speed and increased
capability through the use of wide tape or hard discRecent developments in hard disc technology have allowed
some compatibility with microcomputers and may soon eliminate
any incongruencies in this area.
which type of computer has an advantage in the area of
applications software is difficult to determine" Vthile
microcomputer software is unproven but cheap, large computer
software is reliable but expensive" It would appear that
whether one computer has an advantage in this area might
depend upon the particular application and the expertise

-2L-

or resources of the user.
From a cost viewpoint, the microcomputer is much l-ess
expensive than the larger main-frame computerlr]hen considering comput-er speed, it is necessary to
examine the times required for both internal decisionmaking ancl peripheral operations. The larger computer has
a cfear advantage in both of these areas due to the
sophistication of its hardware.
It wcul-d appear that the large main-frame computer
possesses a number of advantages over the microcomputer. rn
fact, ti're only area in which the microcomputer leads relates
to the cost of the units. However, it shoul-d be remembered
that these twc, types of computer were developed to serve
two entirely different groups of consumers.
The larger/ main-frame computer, with its speed, síze,
and capability, vlas developed in response to needs of governinent and business.

Vühen

confronted with hundred of thousands

of drivers' l-icenses or social- insurance numbers, the
features conmon to these large computer systems are necessary"
The microcomputer, on the other hand, was intended to
be a "personai" computer, not tO rival Or replace the large
computer. In this respect, the microcomputer has been, and
still is, a machine for managing personal and small business
accounts, tutoring children, and playing sophisticated
games. Efforts to extend its operation into the realm of
the large main-frame computer have been rather extensive

-22but have Produced limited results.

B

administrative Funcgions of l4icrocomputers
Research Question #l (Applications)

was stated as

follows:
"What administrative

applications of the microcomputer

are suggested in the l-iterature by the authorities?"
In order to respond to this question, it is first
necessary to discuss the related issues of functions of
school- administrators, computers and school administration,
and microcomputers and school administration-

Functions of School Administrators
The seven oaks school Division #10 Policy statement

regarding the Duties of Principals9, âs presented in
Appendix E, reveals that administrative duties are of two

basic types: j-nstructional leadership and organizational
(school) maintenanceFrom recent research in this area it can be seen that
the largest percentage of an administrator's time is
spent dealing with tasks in the organizational maintenance
category. Boyd and crowson, for j-nstance, reported that
high school principals studied spent " - - . - almost B0 perK. ilillings,
"Àlicrocomputers in Education: Now and
in the Future", MICROCOI'IPUTI.NG, June 1980' p. L02"
9
Seven Oaks School Division #10 Policy llanual,
Section GBBAE, FebruarY, 1982.
B

-23centoftheirtimeonorganizationalmaintenanceandpupil
time
control tasks- By contrast, L7 '4 percent of their
0' Similarly'
l¡as spent on the scirool's academic program"f
his study of two elementary principals, found
of his
that neither administrator spent more than 6 percent
time planning and coordinating the school program, curriculum, or materials.
while the bulk of their efforts would appear to be

peter=orrll,i¡

associated with organizational maintenance, many administrators
are seeking to expand their instructional- Leadership
function.ArecentstudybytheManitobaTeachers'
society on the changing roles of administrators found that:
". . . . administrators would like to spend more time than
they actually do on educational- leadership-type activities
suchascurricufum,professionaldevelopment,evaluation
of professional staff, and community relations; and less
Further
time on clerical and teaching functions"l2.
support was reported by willower and Ftt"etl3 in their
study of school- superintendents and principals where they
found that both of these groups felt a need to be spending

I0 ,0.". Boyd and R-L. Crowson, "The Changing Conception
and practice of Public school Administration", Review of
Research in Education, Vol. 9, t98l, p' 338'
1I K. Peterson, "The Principal's Tasks" , Administrator's
Notebook, L978, 26(B) , P. 3'
l2 t,lanitoba Teachers, society, "The Manitoba school
principal, changing Roles and Resþonsibilities, " March
I978, p. 20.
13 D.J. vtirlower and H.w. Fraser , "School SuPerintendents and Their Work", Administrator's Notebook, I980, 2B(5),
p. 4.
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more time oD, and in closer contact with, the instructional

process in classrooms. Despite this apparent desire of
14
admj-nistrators to reapportion their time, the M-T.S -

reports that recent rapid increases in job parameters have
not been accompanied by compensating decreases in the
remaining work load.

Thus the dilemma of administrators

with respect to time atlocation appears likely to suffer
further aggravation as their job description expands.
¡,larshallf5 contends that using the computer for
administrative purposes in schools has the potential- to
address this administrative

overload by decreasing the

routine data manipulation tasks to be dealt with by
In this wâY, administrators might be
administrators.
freed from a variety of clerical

tasks and able to

demonstrate a greater degree of instructional

leadership.

The functions of the school administrator are
diverse, yet it appears that far more of the princl-pal's

time is spent in routine information processing and gathering
It is in the context then, of
tasks than is desirable.
of providing school administrators with
the opportunity to engage in more educational leadership
that the next section examines the possible
activitíes,
the desirability

14 Manitoba Teachers' Society, op.cit.,

p.

39.

l5 o.e. Marshall-, "The Provision of Computerized
Support for Manitoba Schools Faculty of Education,
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1982, p- 5"
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application of computers to the administrative
school-s

functions in

-

nômouters and School Administration

Before examining the specific use of microcomputers
in school- administration, the general use of computers for
administrative purposes will- be discussed in order to
provide information regarding the capabili-ties and Iimitations
of microcomPuters.
The computer can be of great value in reducing adminis-

trative

time required for a number of tedious and repetitive

tasks.
"Ampfe evidence abounds to support the application
and acceptance of the computer when it is used for masses
of data lelated to well-defined tasks, when processing is

highly repetitive, when rules for decisions are specific,
when processes are to be repeated many times under a

variety of pBnditions, and where there is a great demand
for speed "*'.
Therefore, if computerization can be appropriately
applied to educational data, it is reasonable to conclude
that it can reduce the amount of professionaf time and
energy previousl,y devoted to clerical- work"
From the Iiterature

(1"1ECC17,

University or oregon1B ,

to
and Sid.mant') it appears that there do exist a number of
school administrative functions suitable for general computer

16 university of oregon, Dept- of computer science,
,'computers in EducationrResource Handbook", l-973 p.VI .A.2.
L7 Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium, "A
Feasibility Study of Administrative Uses of Microcomputers ",
May, L979, p. 5,

lB University of oregon, oP.cit-, p. vrr.A.3.
'to
L9
B. Sidman, Educational Computer Technologyt A Manuav
manzatron
Guide for Effective añilEfficÍen
p.
22, L979"
fift R & E Research Assoc')
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use (see Table II) . These functions applicable
individual school are listed in Table II under five
headings: finance, personnel, curriculum, students, and
general. In aII of the stated tasks the computer can
play a significant role, either by assisting the school
administrator in the task, oY performing the task unassisted'
It should be emphasized, however, that these tasks refer
to computers in general, more specifically the larger mainframe computer and not the microcomputer.
Management systems. As schools have become larger
and more diversified,

and as it has become more expedient

and necessary to develop tools for the management of the

system, computers have been utilized by schools to facilitate
planning, develop programs, and manage finances. As a
result of this trend, a number of similar management systems
have been designed (eg. PERT, RRPM, SPECS, PPBES, and PPBS)
the last of which will

be described herein.

The

PPBS

(Planning-Programming-Budgeting system) is a major system

analysis technique enabl-ing school administrators to identify
objectives, analyze alternatives, allocate resources over
a period of time, and compare costs and effectiveness.
The first step in a PPB System is to state the
school system and the alternatives
The most feasible
for the achievement of those objectives.
and promising approaches are determined and an analysis of

objectives of the particular

program needs and resource allocations

follow.

Finally,

evaluation reveals the extent to which the objectives have
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ADIIINISTNATIVE FUIICTIOI¡S

A.

-

II'
FOR G'ìNERÀL CÔIIPIIlNR IJSI:

Finàncc
cencrÀI Àccountinq (budqct, rcceints,
exncnditurcs)
DàyàbIc,/rccci val'Ie
^ccounts Forecôstlnq
Ffnðnclôl
PrlntouÈ of detôll.cd FlnÀnciÀl rcnôrts for use l)v
vòrious lcvcls of govcrnncnt
DctÀiLed analysis of thc overall tu(lqct
of requiEl,tlons
for quantity nurchðsinq
^ccunulatton
Petty cÀsh ¡ccounÈinq
Continuous uÞ-to-dàte inventory of ¡ll sunnlics
önd Mterlåls
in the schôôl
of maccrlàIs and sun¡lies for vcndors

9.
^¡ðlysis
I0. ccnerôtlon
of bills-debitinq ðnd crc(litino to
nroÞer dccounts with imediate follo!r-uñ of unn¡i<l
l¡Ills
Il. ccncral !cdqer
I2. Encrgy ¡,tanaqemcnt
13. RouÈina and dclivcry schcdules for instructionðl
¡nd office eupplies
B. Personnel
1.
2.
3,
4.

StÀff nersonncl records - lnclude ccrtificðtion,
cxnerlencc, quallficàtionr, ànd in-scrvicc t'raininq
Stàff evaluàtlons
Schedulinq Èeåcher loads .rnd clòss àssianncnts
'Duty'llEts
C. Curriculu - ReqistratÍon ånd ScheduLino
l.
?.
L
4.
5.
6.
1.
8.
9.
10.
It.
I:.
Il.
14.

Course request rccords
of request.s and proposcd nroqram

^¡alysis
Check
for course prcrcquisj,tcs
sneciàl courses etudcnt list
Conflict schcduleg
CIass schedulcs
counscllor assigmenc lists

tlðscer schedule prcparation
Class lists for teachcrs
Roon utilizàtlon
nnd roon assignncnt Iists

ExÈràcurrlculàr acÈivitv assiclnments
lÃcLs/]^oct.ets

Exan schedules

Schæl càIendar - schedule of uork days, holidays,
day cycle

D. Scudents (Census, Àttendânce, Progress)
Census

I.
2.
l.
4.
5.
6.
1.

Enrollnent projecclons and pre-school survcy

sgudent. direcÈorIes

Xàlling llsts,/IabeIs
craduate follos-urr
Bus tränsÞortation - sCudcnt Iiscs, t)us sclrcdules
Cuidànce records
sÈudcnÈs' cmulative fitcs

^ttendance ^ccounÈinq
8.
q

I

ll.

lr,

12.

tjàily at.tendânce bulletins
Period by perl.od àctendance
tteekly, monthly, annual ðe¿cndðnce
List of possÍhle Àttendancc problcns
List of rrj.thdraun and susnendcd studcn¿s

Proqrcss Reærtlnq

I3. Printinq report cards
14. llonor roll selection and Iist
15. Seudent's nðrks llsÈ - yeàr to dàtc of courscs
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2I.

tåP.en .and

grade received

Pupil transcrlpt
cràde ånatyals - by course ànd teâcher
Identiffcaclon of underâchievers and overâchievcrs
Stât.t8Èlcal gradc anålyais

Teat acorLng and analysla

ÀÈhletic el.lqIbIIicy

Ifst

E. ceneral
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Llbrary clrculãclon
Ftlñ order llsÈg
HedlÀ resorvÀtfons (eautFnenÈ, schedullnd, inventory)
PrôJect plannlno ând budgccinq
t{ord proccaling (newElettcra, etc)

' Source: trECC (Feàsl.bI11Èy sÈudy, p. 5); (tniverritv of
nr^don ln. lrIl.^. l) r Ànd n. Sirìn^n (n. 27)

:,,'

:'':"t¡t'

-28been satisfied,

and the process begins anew'

The specific

process invol-ved in

PPBS

or any other

is not of concern here ' What is
important to point out is that: ( I) the computer greatly
facilitated the complex computations used in these systems,
and (2) the computations are of such complexity that they

management system

require the extensive data manipulation potential found only
on the large main-frame type computer'
Student data. Since the ultimate purpose and objective
of good educational decisions must be related to the learner,
it follows that student data forms the centre around which
the remainder of the data and aII administrative decisions
shoutd be based. The following are examples of some types
of student data along with the kinds of information required,
and possible product obtained in student record information

processing.

(i) census data consists of any facts regarding a9€,
sex, grades, grade level, interests, test scores, attendance'
heatth, and socio-economic background of a pupil. Data is
normally transferred from an appropriate form to punched card
or keyed directly into the computer. Such information, in
abbreviated or coded form, comprises a student record which
is stored alphabeticalfy by surname on tape or disc.
programs written to use this data are said to be

"data base" and may address either simple or complex
WhiIe some simple or immediate products might
applications.
include directories and mailing 1ists, it would be possible

-29for an administrator to use analysis and/or correl-ation of
various items to produce more complex data such as enrollment
projections, bus transportation Iists, student interests
information.
by grade, sex, and â9e, as well- as statistical
(ii)

Attendance accounting provides the capability

to

collect and maintain inforntation required for both daily
and other periodic uses. Typical examples of this application normally involve secretarial staff in the process of
transferring absentee data from standard:-zed form or marksense card to the computer by means of keyboard or card
reader.

Possible products to be obtained from this system
range from a simple list

of daily absentees to complex

types of periodic attendance summaries which would reguire
file manipulation and interpretation"
(iii)

Pupil progress reporting aIl-ows for the collection

of student performance scores and the updating of the
student's record in the data file.

.:lì

Information is normally

submitted by teachers using mark-sense cards or information
forms and transferred to the computer by secretarial- staff.
A pupil grade or mark list

for the course is immediately

available, but various file

operations are required to

,ti:.r':

,.::..:

produce complex outputs such as report cards, studentrs mark

Iist,

course analysis, pupil transcript,

and test scoring
....:::'

analysis.
Since all student data is personal and should
confídentiaI,

be

it is necessary for the school administration

,.,.1

:.:l

...ì'
,..¡

.,'l

:J¡
..'1.

-30to assume responsibility for the security of
student files, and thereby protect the rights of these
and staff

students

-

since computer use for educational administration has
been wel-I documented for over 15 years, the list given is
by no means complete. The number and types of applications
will continue to increase as school administrators gain
more sophistication in using systems concepts and computer
technology to meet their existing and always increasing
need for management data.20 In this regard a major trend has
been the deveJ-opment of total

integration

systems, capable

of gathering information from any of the areas previousll'
mentioned and, on reguest, presenting it in a meaningful
report to the school administrator as background for
decision *tking.

21

Again, it should. be re-emphasized that the above
mentioned functions are potential applications, undelimited
type of system. In the context of the
purpose of this study, however, it is necessary to examine
these functions with regard to the use of microcomputers

by a particular

for administrative purposes in schools
l{icrocomputers and School- Administration

Consideration of possible applications suggested by

20 rbid, p. 25.

2r university of oregon, op.cit., p. vf r.A-7"
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)2

MECC¿¿

-23 generates the listing
and Richards""

of Potential

Microcomputer Administrative Applications shown in TabIe

III.
It should be made clear that the contents of Table
III represent only a partial Iist of possible administrative
applications of the microcomputer. In fact, if the rapid
growth of the computer industry continues, we will soon
see apptications which reflect

the impressive abilities

of

the new 256K microcomputers, rather than those restricted
by the 48 or 64K machines common to most schools" Included
surely be a number of applications
previously considered to have been in the domain of larger
main-frame computer= .24 For the purposes of this study,
in such a list

witl

however, the maximum memory is assumed to be 64K, which
is common to microcomputers found in winnipeg schools.

Restrictions due to nature of microcomputer. As
could be expected from previous discussions in this paper '
the nature of the microcomputer imposes some restrictions
to its use in certain areas
one such restricting factor is the extent of Random
Access Memory (RAM) available to the user. Readers will
"

22 Minnesota Educational Computing consortium,

"Feasibility Study", op.cit., p. 7"
23 D.M. Richards, "Micro-Processor and the Administration
of the School", Challenge, VoI. xx, No. 2, 1980., p. 16"
24 s. Bullock, "computing in Manitoba" , Education
Manitoba, February 19Bl, P. L2.

-32TABLE TII*

potential Microcomputer Administrative Applications
Student
Records (grades , lockers , courses , etc '
ffitudent
2. Census (famitY)
3. Enrollment Projection
4. Attendance (dailY-building)
5. Attendance (annual)
list
6. Athletic eligibilitY
7. Health records
8. Mark rePorting and transcriPts
g. Student scheduling assistance
10. Transportations (bus routes)
II. School calendar (schedule of work days, holidays,
teacher daYs, 6-day cYc1e, etc ' )
L2. Guidance follow-uP
13. Guidance records
L4. Test scoring and analYsis
15. Class Iists
)

Personne I
-f.-- petsonnel record (certification,
2. Teaching assignments
3. "DutY" Iists

seniority'

etc')

Facilities
--f.
Facflities/equipment inventory
2. EnergY management
3. Facilities Utilization
4. Maintenance (schedule of records)
Finance

Accounting (budget, receipts , expenditures )
-i--eneral
2. Accounts PaYable/receivable
3. Financial forecasting
4. Lunch programs (Iunch counts, etc')
5. Petty cash accounting
6. Vendòr reports and purchase orders
7. General ledger

ì
iì

General

--T-Tibrary circulation
2. FiIm order lists
3. Media reservations (equipment, scheduling inventory)
4. Project Planning and budgeting
5. ectivity scheduling (extra-curricular)
6. Word processing (newsletters, etc')
Maifing Iists/iabels (students , parents, staff, etc - )
7.
B. Statisiical analysis (research activities)
g. Ad hoc reporting from larger files
*Source:

I

MECC

(Feasibility

Study), and D.M. Richards

t.'.:

Ì!
ìi:

-33internaf memory is composed of
microcomputer
that
recaII
þothRandomAccessMemory(RÄM)andReadonlyMemory(Ro¡4).
percent of the microcomputer's RAM
25
approximately
Since
logical operations (System
is used for arithmetic and

Overhead),andsincealloftheROllisusedbythesystem
to the user is often
the remaining memory available
by the manufacturer'
considerably less than that specified
for example' lists 4BK as
The Apple II microcomputer'
for system overhead, leaving only
maximum RAM but uses rOK
Limitations in RAM can often
3BK available for the ,l="r.25
resultinincreasedprocessingtimeanddecreasedmicrocomputer
of external storage'
efficiency due to the extensive use
capability
A further restriction on microcomputer
manipulation operations
occurs when rarge data base or fite
and complex set of
are involved. (A data base is a large
the world outside the
tables which describe some aspect of
record file' budget
computer. eg. Iibrary catalog' student
Mostofthesedifficultieswithdatabaseandfilemanipulation
Stemfromtheinherentweaknessesinmicrocomputerhardware,
The Canadian
operating systems, and computer languages '
of such weaknesses in
cor,=..*"r26 recently detected a number
testingfivebrandsofmicrocomputercommontotheCanadian
marketplace,andidentifiedtherelatedconcernsfoundin
25 Minnesota Educational Computing consortium'
p' 9'
"Microcomputer-Report ", JuIy L979'
consciousness " , APriI
26 Canadian Consumer
L982, P. Il.
"'Computer
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fable IV'
Further Iimitations

may be placed on microcomputer use

due to the time required to perform complex tasks.

For

example, given a fife of L200 records, it would require
approximately 30 minutes of computer time to alphabetize

of students using the Appte II system with double
21
with time consumption
disc drives. "' Similar difficulties
were documented by Richards2B *ho experienced a multitude of
the list

hardware malfunctions while attempting to generate student

progress reports.
Location , síze, and personnel can be additional restricting factors. For example, a rural school may be more
inclined to use the microcomputer for administrative functions

unavailable to them through urban based data system services.
Similarly,

schools possessing large microcomputers

computer literate

and

staff wiIl be more capable of extensive

administratíve applications .
While a number of restrictions may exist due to the
nature of the microcomputer or the particular situation in
which it is being applied, many possibilities stitl remain

for its use in school administration

"

Most feasible administrative applications.

For the

purposes of this paper, "feasible" shall be defined as
"capable of being done". In this context, the purpose of this
27 *ucc "Feasibitity Study", op.cit.,
,
28 D.M. Richards, op. cit., P. 16.

p.

10.

ììl

i':l'

:.i:

-35TABLE IV*

Canadian Consumer Concerns,

Re

Microco

uters

"Variables" represent numbers
Variables and strings
memory;
in
"strings" represent groups
stored
are limited in the total
micros
some
of letters.
others limited
strings;
or
variables
of
number
are convenient
strings.
"Arrays"
of
length
the
into
strings
or
variables
collecting
ways of
groups;somelimitedthesizeofarraysandsome
did not Permit arrays of strings '
Integer Range The range of whole numbers the computer
can handle. Some \A¡ere limited to a miximum of
32767 (ot -32767) Point
3. Floating Point Range and Accuracy Floating
point.
a
decimal
you
have
to
allows
aiithmetic

Somecomputersallowedonly6digitprecision,
others allowed nine, and. Some allowed double
precision accuracy.
let
4. Formatted output Idealty, the computer should
printed
be
to
digits
of
you =p"èity the number
(tto ätter-the decimal point for money' for
example),andthewaythedataistobearranged
in a
- with afl the decimal points aligned'
"oirr*r,
forexample.Formattedoutputwasnotverycolnmon.
could
5. Storing Programs and Data - Atl models tested
would
most
and
cassette
permanently store on
allowyoutoStoreunderaname.Theguidance
on stoling data an¿ reading stored data was hard
to find and difficult to follow'
NOTE: Models tested were the Apple II PIus, Commodore PET
40I6N,RockwellAim65-415,SharpPC-I21I'and
Sinclair zx-81*Source: Canadian Consumer, ApriL L982, p'11
:,ìi

ì

-36section is to describe those administrative applications
which are the most capable of being done using a microcomputer. While a variety of factors might contribute to
of any application, MECC29
the perceived feasibility
identified the three most important components to be ease
of implementation, expected interest, and need, and used them
to arrive at this list of ten applications of greatest
feasibilit.y

(not in priority

order)

:

daity attendance
f aci Iities/equipment inventory
lunch program accounting
student scheduling assistance
student record management
instructional management (teaching assignments,

duties )
accounts payable, general ledger
media accounting, scheduling management
test scoring
ad hoc reporting from Iarger data files

It should be emphasized that this suggested list of
most feasible applications represents the survey results
obtained by MECC from selected users in their state of
Minnesota, and by no means precludes the possibility that
other applications could be judged most feasible elsewhere.
However, three important features conmon to this and any
list of most feasible applications are: (f) the list is
timited in length.- (2) the applications are for a tedious
or repetitive task, and (3) the applications reflect the
rimited ability of the microcomputer (eg' student scheduring
assistance, not total student scheduling).
29 MEcc, "Feasibility study", op. cit

p. l1

-31
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(Applications)
conclusion: Research Question #I
used
The extent to which microcomputers can be

administrativelyisyettobedetermined.I¡^]hileitistrue
approximately
that microcomputers are capable of performing
problems do arise
808 of the required administrative tasks '
withlargedatabaseort.ilemanipulationoperationsdueto
30
limited internal storage and other hardware consideratio"s '
oneexampleofsuchalimitationisintheareaofstudent
of generating
scheduling where the microcomputer is capable
onlyaconflictmatrixofquestionnableapplicationbenefit.
It is clear that the microcomputer can be very
a
effective when used for a large number of items and
tediousorrepetitivetaskofsuchanaturethatthemachine
the
is tabulating, computing, retrieving' or storing' with
majordecisionmakingpowerremainingwiththeoperator.
Someusesofthistypewhi.charealsoconsideredto
bemostfeasibleapplicationsincludedailyattendance'
inventory, accounts payable, general ledger' and student
record

management.

Software

Aspreviouslynoted,computersoftwareisoftwotypes:
(f) operating Software (Ianguage and operating system) '
and Application Software (programs) '
as follows:
Research Question #3 ( Soft'ware) was stated
(a) "what operating and application software is avail30 rbid, p.

-

9.

.¿' i

':'"'l''
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aþle, and which of these are recommended by the literature?"
(b) "what sources of software exist for Lhe prospective
user in Manitoba?"
Operating Software

operating system. Most brands of microcomputer
available today are B-bit machines employing the CP/\'tl
operating system. whil-e this particular operating system
is not known for its high levels of efficiency, its continued use in many machines can be explained, at least in

part, by the desirability to inter-communicate between
microcomputers with like tytt"*= .31 This trend may be
altered somewhat by the introduction of the Turbodos system
which allows operating systems of different types to intercommunicate .32

Present operating software available on $-bit machines,
while not ideal in that it has some limitations generally

'

functions dependably for many years.
since the B-bit machines are somewhat limited in
memory (ef fective 64K) , operating s)¡stem, and' speed (one
job at a time) , it is not surprising that they are soon to
be replaced by l6-bit microcomputers. These new generation
machines will possess internal memory of 256R, standardized

sophisticated UNIX operating systems, and the ability to
process many jobs simultaneousty.33 rn addition, they are

3r statement by G. Evans , Datakoptics Lt.d., in
personal interview, WinniPeg' Man., April B, L982.
3 ,¡i¿.
32 rbid

a

_39_

expected to be competitive in price to their B-bit predecessors. Further advances in microtechnology and mass

production methods are expected to produce 32-bit microcomputers to rival
few Years.

the t6-bit

machines within the next

34

Computer language sof,tw,are. The computer language

software existing on
some

common

microcomputers consists of

version of the BASIC language which may support

number of other languages (PASCAL, FORTRAN, etc. )

a

.

A mjrcrocomputer shoul-d have a version of BASIC which
meets or exceeds the mandatory criteria

shown in Table V.35

WhiIe it. is recognized that the information contained in
Table V may be too complex for the average reader, it is
presented here to demonstrate that such guidelines do exist
and are available to prospective microcomputer purchasers

and/or their agents.
Conclusion: Research Question #3 (a) (Software)

:

At this time, most brands of microcomputers are B-bit
machines, many of which employ the CP/M operating system.
Inter-communication between machines with different
operating systems can often be achieved by employing a
Turbodos link"
Experts predict that within a short time the l6-bit
microcomputers will replace the B-bit machines and thus
34 rbid.
35 tuac,
"Microcomputer Report", op. cit, , p

77,

- 40TABLE V*

Mandato

/oesirabl. B.s,ic L,.,nguage

Fe

MandatorY

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Syntax errors must be given by specifying the line or
the Place in the line execütion errors must be given by code number or text
descriPtion.
FuII set of -relational ((,(= ,),)=,( ) ) and logical
(and, o:rt not) oPerators.
Standard string functions LEN, suBsTR, vAL, STR' ASC'
CHR' or equivalent.
Five colu¡ñn print or packed print convention using
"rtt

or

tt;tt'

6. Mathematical functions ABS' EXP, INT, RND' SQR' SIN'
COS, ATN.

. Arrays must be at least 2 dimensions '
B. FOR/ÑEXT loops must allow nesting' files must be
g. REAb/WRITE tó external sequential
possible.
at least 26.
10. Ñumber of string variables must be
least 60
at
be
if. Length of storeã strings must
characters.
L2. Conforms to BASIC syntax conventions (similar to
BASIC 3.1 or Dartmouth BASIC) '
13. Allows multiple character variable nemes'
t4. Performs floating-point arithmetic'
7

-

cDC

Desirable

l.Numberofstringvariablesallowedbegreaterthan26"
2. Addit.ional mathématical functions MAX' MIN' ASN' ACS'
SGN, TAN, LOG' LGT.
of stored strings be greater than B0 '
Length
3.
4. String arraYs be allowed'
5. Formatted outPut be allowed'
6. Matrix arithmetic operations be allowed"
7. Matrix T/O be aIlowed.
B. GO SUBS be permitted to be nested'
fites be allowed.
9. READ/WRITE lo random access(x,y)
functions be supported"
IO. Timed input, cLK, and PLOT
* Source:

I'ÍECC (Ir{icrocomputer ReporQ

; op' cit'

p'

77'

-4
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36
greatly expand microcomputer capabitity '
WhiIe all common microcomputers support some version
of the BASIC language, variations in capability of the
d.ifferent levels of BASIC are extreme. Since a weaker
language can drastically reduce the scope of applications,

users should ensure that the level of BASIC purchased
incorporates many of the features given in Table v.

Application Software
Those wishing to use the microcomputer for administration would appear to have three choices with respect to
application software or programs: (I) develop their own
software¡ (2) purchase existing softwarei or (3) have

existing software modified or new software developed to
desired specifications.
The development of software by local personnel is
often a demanding, time-consuming, and inefficient route'
This path to software development is contingent upon: (I)
the existence of someone at the local level who possesses
the necessary progranming expertise, and (2) the willingness
of the individual and,/or the system to commit sufficient
time for software development. Although both of these
conditions may exist, users should be advised that further
problems have sometimes arisen due to the quality and
documentation of programs developed in this manner. Local
initiative has, however, been instrumental in some schools
36 G. Evans, loc. cit.

4({**tutasù
\'---^
l, *uttot^
{.I8RARç

i:ì
iìtl
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in developing limited administrative software'
Those wishing to purchase software soon discover that
verylittlehasbeenproducedintheareaofeducational
administration. since the main thrusts of manufacturers
publishers have been in the areas of computer assisted
instruction and home entertainment, a limited number of
administrative applications have been developed" Though

and

thisvoidisslowlybeingaddressedbysuppliers'users
in the field are generally nct impressed with the quality
of software being produced, and do not recommend the
37 rt would seem
purchase of such programs at this time '
that if and when the demand fot administrative programs is
suchthatsoftwarehousesandpublishersareassuredofa
market for their products, then the desired' administrative
38

software will become available '
The third alternative, having existing software

modified or new software developed to suit the user's needs'
deserves careful consideration. vühile the modification of
existing software may be possible, this process has
experienced limited success in the field. MEcc, fot example'
attempted to modify a commercially available mailing Líst/
Iabel program to run on the Appte II microcomputer.39 The

project encountered many obstacles, and was unsuccllssful
due to the limited capability of the business software.40
3To,rucc,

"Feasibility study" ,op.cit. rp.B-1.
3Bx.eittings,op. cit., p. ro2
39t""", "Feasibility study" , loc.cit

or¡ia.
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In general, business/education conversions or adaptations
ate not being recommended bY users.
A far more tenable approach would seem to be the
development of new software, specific

to a school's needs,

hy a software firm. It has been estimated that the most
sophisticated data base management program required by a
school coul-d be developed for less than $3000.41 In this
case the developer is modifying a number of existing
them to the individual

programs and tailoring

particular

school or school division.

needs of

a

Since most deveJ-opers

would have had long experience in the data management field,
it could be expected that the software produced by this
method would be of a high qualitY-

users are advised that, whatever the choice, software
is generally compatible with only certain hardware and
operating software. For example, a TRS-80 Model I program
cannot be used on a TRS-80 Model II system without

modifications.

SimilarIy,

programs written

system with Integer BASIC witl

,r:ti:.

.':4.*ì:.

some

for the Apple II

not function properly on

an

Apple system using Applesoft BASIC. Numerous additional
complications may arise because of hardware variations from
system to system (eg: printers of various widths, carriage
control differences,

incompatibility

As a general guideline,

of disc drives, etc.)

software purchasers should ensure

er
^1 T. Smythe, Mycroft Business Machines, Canada,
"Administrative Potential of Microcomputers'r ' (Address to
Administrative Users'Group, !{innipeg, Man.) Dec. 19BI"

Êi,,'

:

il:''
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that programs are: (I) compatible with the microcomputer
hardware that they will be using, and (2) possessing high
levels of efficiency,
document.tiorr

-

reliability,

flexibility,

and

42

Conclusion: Research Question #3 (b) (Software)
At this time, only a small- amount of administrative
software is commerciatly available, and most of it has not

in a field testing situation. Therefore, it
appears that the best route to administrative software is
for schools to either develop their own or to contract its
development to suit their specific needs. Which of these
alternatives a school might choose would depend on a
variety of factors such as 1ocal expertise, initiative,

been proven

time, needs

and.

finances.
Hardware

Research Question #5 (Hardware) was stated as follows

are the options in microcomputer hardware available
for administrative use in Schools, and which of these are
recommended in the literature?"
"What

Findings

General consensus exists in the literature that the
particular make of microcomputer is not necessarily

critical,

so long as it is one of the more popular

42 D. G. Marsharr, "Purchasing a Microprocessor System
For Administrative Use in Schools", (Address given to
Manitoba Association of School Superintendents, Brandon, l4an.)
Feb.

,

L982.
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just
brands.43 There are differences between microcomputers
the popular
as there are between automobiles, but each of
service '
nakes can be expected to give years of dependable
While some \^/riters recommend that computer (internal)
should be at least 32K,44 fot successful administrative
applications it is preferable that this memory be the

memory

possibre on the particurar moder of micro"o*p.tt"t'45
internal
Readers are reminded that a portion of the stated

maximum

memoryofamachineisconsumedinstoringtheoperating
system and computer languages' Therefore, it is recommended
that prospective purchasers ascertain what memory remains
available to the user, rather than the total memory size
46
of the microcomptttutsome examples of various microcomputer administrative
capabilities are given in TabIe VI.47 Cuteful examination
of this table reveals, as might be expected, that the
number and extent of administrative applications possible

vary with the sophistication of the microcomputer system'

Externalormassstoragedevicesavailableforuse
with various microcomputers include cassette tape, floppy
disc, hard disc, and cartridge drives (eg' Winchester and
Megabyte) " Most users will find two floppy discs to be
43 G. Ropes and H. Gayrord, ',Bringing }4icrocomputers
Into Schools", Microcomputing, June 1980' P' I04'
44 tucc, "Feasibility study", op'cit' , p' 2"
45 D.M. Richards, op.cit., p.15. 46 MECC, Microccmputer
Report, oP.cit., P.
47 D.M. Richards, oP-cit., P. L7-

9-

46TABLE VI

Examples of Microcomputer Administrative

I6K microcomputer, cassette
drive, black and white
monitor

Capabilities

capable of Performing calculations of a statistical
nature

drive, black and white

capable of some oPerations
research calculations,
elementary simulations

4B K microcomPuter, cassette

capabilities as above but
with hard copy

4B K microcomPuter,

cassette

monitor

drive, black

and white

monitor, basic Printer
4BK microcomPuter, cassette
drive, diskette drive, black
and white monitor, basic

printer

capable of student rePorts
class lists, etc. at a slow
speed and low qualitY Print

microcomPuter, cassette
drive, diskette drive, black
and white monitor, rePort

capable of student reports,
class lists, etc. at a
slow speed, but in good
quality print

microcomPuter, cassette
drive, diskette drive, hard
disc drive, black and white

capable of student reports,
class lists, maniPulation
of timetable at reasonable
speed and in good qualitY
print

4BX

quality printer
4BK

monitor, report qualitY
printer
1980
Source:

prices have been removed

D.M. Richards, "Micro Processors and the
Administration of, the School", Challenge, VoI
No. 2, 19BI, P. L7"

XX
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for administrative applications, although hard
disc units would be of definite benefit due to their
present
increased accuracy and lower response times. At the
time, hard. disc units have only recently been introduced and
adequate

remain relatively expensive and untested'48

seriously considering administrative
applications will find a good quality line printer to be
a necessity. A great variety of printers is available
with prices varying according to printing method, speed,
and quality of output. As documented by Richards49, a
slow printer of poor quality can waste an enormous amount
of time. Therefore, users are advised not to economize
in this area, but rather to purchase good quality line
printers capable of 30 to 120 characters per =".orrd.50
Three different types of video Screen are currently in
Those users

use on microcomputers: black and white, green and black

(phosphor), and color.

whereas some microcomputers feature

built-in video screens and others lack color capability,
still others leave the choice to the user. Color video
capability is largely a matter of individual preference,
although programs involving designs and patterns may be
significantly enhanced with the color featute.5I Purchasers
choosing options other than the black and white should be
aware that operators using such monitors for several
48 rbid, p. 15. 49 rbid, p. L7"
5o MECC, "Feasibirity study " , op. cit. , P.

5l c.

Ropes and

H. Gaylord, op. cit.,

P.

10.

104.

-48tive hours have often complained of eye fatigue
iension '

'

and

52

While the fear of obsol-escence may be conmon to

many

:nicrocomputer buyers' Ropes and Gaylords3 srrggest that this

notion should be quickly d.ispelled. Although it may be
true that tomorrow's advances in microcomputer technology
could make todav's microcomputer appear less glamorous from
an electronics standpoint and technically obsolete, if the

still performs the tasks required by the user, then
it is not functionally obsolete. fn this context, obsolescence
is only a state of mind.
Another misconception appears to exist concerning
potential price reduction by microcomputer manufacturers.
The contention or expectation that prices of microcomputers
will drastically decrease would seem to be t.*ot".54 Unlike
calculator prices which plunged rapidly, microcomputer prices
are expected to remain constant, due in part to the increasing capabil-ities of the newer models
machine

"

Conclusion: Research Question #5 (Hardware).
A microcomputer should be one of the more common makes
and possess a minimum internal memory of 32K. External
storage by floppy disc unit is recommended by the literature,
52 Statement by D. Trainor, vincent Massey Collegiate,
in a personal interview, Winnipeg, Manitoba, May 28,
198I.

53 G. Ropes and H. Gaylord, op. cit.,
54 rbid, p" 104"

p. I05,
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prospective purchasers are advised that such options
¡ltt..
the
i',can be added at a later date. In addition ' users in
ì",ri.ld (MECC) give high priority to a good quality line
- 55
printer capable of 30. I20 characters per second.
i,
Whatever the choice, the microcomputer purchased by

fut
'

:ìì'.l

'

school today should allow for expansion to meet the user's
: needs of tomorrow. For administrative purposes, this may
,,1'¿
lr.

'limean

the consideration of a 16-bit machine'
Costs

This section examines the costs of computer use for
educational administratíon in the following three areas:
(I) time ; Q) resources ; and ( 3) personnel '
Research question #l (costs) was stated as follows:
"what is the cost in time, resources, and personnel to
those schools using computer based. administrative services?"
Findings

Time. Efficiency, in terms of input of time and money
compared to final product outcome, is one of the most
important facets of successful administration" AS our
society becomes more "time" oriented, principals and other
educational administrators are seeking methods of releasing
teachers and themselves from clerical and routine work, and
are thereby hoping to improve on the efficiency of the
of accomplishing
=y=a"*.56 Since computer use may be a means
55 MEcc, "Feasibility studY", oP .cit, p. I0'
56 university of oregon, op-cit. , p. VI.A.2"
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is important to discuss the time costs for
administrative
school wishing to implement microcomputer
,it

applications

::l
:ìì
'.:.:.:

ìI

,:,ì,1

'i"'l:

a

"

InitiaJ_Iy, school officials would be required to
prepare themselves
expend varied amounts of time in order to
and their school for computerized administrative applicatio"=
rt could be expected that one or more staff would be
responsible for researching current microcomputer uses '
testing the market, writing computer use proposals' and

'

57

the purchase of a current model from the
existing marketplace. Following the installation of the
system, start-up difficulties and technical problems often
occur and can be very time-con=rr*i.,g'58
Due to the varying conditions in which schools and
administrators find themselves, it is difficult to estimate
the time required for the execution of these preparatory
steps. However, it is clear that substantial efforts may
be required to successfully initiate microcomputer operations
-59
r-n a school"
recornmending

The required application software (programs) , if not

commercially available or custom made, must be written by
available school personnel" While no predetermined number

of hours will produce a specific programi it has

been

57 P.P. McGraw, "The Computer and the Educational
Administrator ", Computer Concãpts and Educational.Administration'
ed. Robert Marker 1t,os Angeles: U-C.L'A' , I9bb) ¡ p" t'
5B D.M. Richards,

oP.cít-, P- r7"

c.ô
5v
c. Ropes and H- Gaylord, op'cit',

::..,.

p'

105"
. !. ._:.

-5rconservatively estimated that a programmer must work from
100 - 300 hours to produce I hour of programming in the
It would appear that considerable
instructional .t"-.60
commitment could be required to develop suitable

administ-

rative software, and that this fact should be carefully
considered by those intending to use local- expertise for
6I
this Purpose.
Another time concern centers around the nature of the
since machines are, of course, only
microcomputer itself.
or malfunction at the most
inopportune moments, often creating considerable stress
lack of productivity in the process. Even though these

machines, they can fail

and

problems might be reduced by preventative maintenance, their
total elimination is not to be expected. Hence, schools

choosing to computerize administrative

functions can

anticipate at least some degree of technical difficul ty.62
A final consideration in the discussion of time is
the period actually required by the microcomputer to
perform the required calculations and produce hard copy
case studies are reported in the
this point.
literature and serve to illustrate
one study was conducted by MEcc63 i., LgTg using a

output.

Two typical

60 D.G. Marshall, "School Administrator and the
Microcomputer ", oP. cit . I P. 13o
6t D.¡it. Richards, op.cit., p. 15. 62 rbid, P- rB.
63 *"cc, "Feasibi lity Study", oP.cit., P- 9o

-5232KApplellwithdualdiscdrivesandalineprinter
capable of 30 I20 characters per second'
was grouped
- Information on the microcomputer file
a particular
about
data
may
be
record
by records. A
etc"
equiPment,
student" Piece of
wide '
- Most recolds are about B0 columnsrecords
can be stored
column
B0
Twelve hundred of the
onanApplelldiskette.Ifthose1200recordswere would
on the ãiskette, then the follorving times
appry:

To enquire about any student by identification number
require I to 3 seconds of time '
To enquire about any student whose identification
number is not known would reguire about 6 minutes
of time.
To find alt the students who have missed more than

6daysofschoolwouldrequireabout6minutesplus
the lime required to print the list'
To alphebetize the fist of I200 students would require
about 30 minutes

-

Another study was conducted by Richards64 using a 4BK
sorcerer with dual disc drives and an Anderson-Jacobson
daisy-wheel Printer.

ProgramsbeingusedwerepartoftheSelectorlll
(¡aióro-Ap) Information Management System
353 r""o-rd= similar tO student records in a school

were entered.

Studentprogressreports\¡¡ereexpectedtobeproduced
using abóut 18 hours of machine time'
miciocomputer had to be restarted more than 30
The
times during the run.
The printer had two new ribbons, four adjustments, and
several other repairs during the run'
The job took three days to complete'
-Alatertestofthemicrocomputerrevealedthree
separate locations where the memory was faulty'
vühile the introduction of new systems with more
efficient programs wilI probabty reduce the time somewhat'
it appears that some operations currently require far too
64 D.G. Richards, oP-cit-,

p- 16.
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long to be considered efficient'
growing public
Resources - Today's administrator faces

pressuretoobtainthebesteducationalsystemfortheleast
public concern for
amount of money. Confronted by such
must be well
increased accountability, the administrator
prepared to justify computer expenditures '
Those schools planning to use the microcomputer for
administration should be aware that substantial resources
willberequiredforthisproject,bothinitiallyandover
thelongterm.Asaninitialexpense'usersshouldpurchase
amicrocomputerwhichwillallowforexpansionaSaschool
realizes and eventually outgrows its potentiaI.65 While
microcomputers of very limited ability may be available
for several hundred dollars66, a typical microcomputer
Systemsuitableforadministrativeusecouldbeexpected
to cost at least $5,000 as an initial expend'iture'
potential users can anticipate further funding reguirements
for maintenance, supplies, and expansion during the period
of computer use in the school' 67
Administrators contemplating microcomputer use for
administration are advised to carefully consider the sources

ofrequiredsoftwarebeforepurchasinghardware.Ifthe
intention is to have the software custom made, then the
65 P. stark, "student Scheduling on a SmaIl ComPutêr" '
Microcomputing, June 19B0 ' p. LL7.
66 canadian consumer, op"cit., p. 12.
67 D.M. Richards, oP. cit., p. 16'
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results of a study by G. Jer=ak68 may be valuabre.
Mr. Jersak, as a member of the Educational Administrators' user Group and principal of Dakota collegiate, \nJrote
to Winnipeg companies requesting proposals to supply the
hardware/software reguirements for his school. Given a
typical high school of BO0 students and 50 teachers'
companies \^/ere asked to submit proposals for the provision
of the following services:
Retrieval of up-to-date lists by â9€, sex ' . class '
feeder school, medicaÌ problems, locker, l'ibrary
fines, student's fees, etc' '
course
Grade reporting including t"p?::._print-out'
average,runnlngcommentary'cumulationofcredits.
Student cumulatlve records by course and grade from
the Previous YearStudent schedüling: conflict matrix with ability
toaddorchangerfreerooms'coursetally'student
timetable, school master timetable, teacher
schedules, room schedules.
- Word Processing Potential.
Responsesreceivedaresummarizedwithoutreference
69
to company name in Table vrr whether potential purchasers are consid.ering only hardware or a hardware/software packâ9e, it is probable that

many schools would experience difficulty

in attempting to

extract the required funds from already stretched budgets '
In this regard, various avenues may be available to achieve
the necessary financial

support and establish administrative

68 c. Jersak , "Requests for Proposal to Microcomputer
Software/Hardware Vendórs", Winnipeg, Manitoba, January, L9B2'

69 rbid.
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rndependent study to be done before proceeding

ResPonse

#f

ResPonse

#2Noestimateonsoftware.Recommendforhardware either micro with 5\" diskette ($12,000)
or wj-th B" diskette ($20,000 to $28,000)

ResPonse

#3

Response

#4 -

Response

#5 -

Response

#6

further.

ìtili:ìlìïìli::

Response +7

Response

#B

Response

#9

Initial design and development/installation
costs of $¿ZOO. Hardware to consist of
Service Bureau Computer connected by phone
terminals and printers at school site' at
Required hardware can either be rented
$feO0 per year or bought at $2900' In either
case, costã of computer use and telephone will
still be about $3000 Per Year'
Software costs of $2500, and study costs of
$4000.Hardwaretocost$I7,000andtoincl-ude
a64Kmicrocomputerwithharddiscandletter
qualitY Printer.
Many of the software reguirements- available
for the PET micro can be used to build a
package, cost $2500. A minicomputer is
recommended for scheduling.
Full range of software available for many microcomputerãystems.cost of software for commodore
is $6500 with rights to distribute, or
=yrl"*
$SSO per school if for school's own use'
Package price of $15,000 which includes software, Coirmodore 8032 micro, disc drive, Ietter
quality printer, and extended warranty at
extra $150/mo.
available at $I0 to $300 per
Software packages
package. Hardware to be purchased from them
ã" required with personnel training courses
available.
andSoftware is supplied f9t $3000 initially,
specified
buys
User
year
ätterwardsper
$600
AppIe- II ñardware which must meet specifications
anã include monitor Screen, printer and optical
reader.

* Source:

G. Jersak, "Requests for Proposal to MicrocomPuter
Software,/Hardware Vendors", winnipeg , Man., Jan. ,

1-982

-56microcomputer applications

in a =chooI.70 While some
boards of education have allocated funds for microcomputers
directly in their budgets, parent-teacher associations have
also demonstrated their willingness to al-l-ocate money for
microcomputer purchase (s) .

funding difficulties,

In attempting to overcome

many groups have found it

compare the cost-effectiveness

useful to

of a microcomputer with that

of a color television,
division's

videotape machine, or one of the
service vehicles. 7l

Personnel. The introduction

of a microcomputer for

administrative use is almost certain to have
consequences for school staff.

some

While this area is not

well- documented in current research, some probable impact
points have been suggested.
MarshalIT2 contends that an administrative microcomputer
system and the resulting

need for someone to develop and

maintain administrative programs can place pressure
existing school personnel and influence staffing

on

patterns.

Although additional staff may be employed to solve this
problem during the developmental stage, experience has
shown that these staff

are not sustained through the long

1?
term.'"
Consequently, the responsibitity for administrative
and other functions of the microcomputer remains with the

70

7L
72

G. Ropes and H. Gaylord, Ioc.cit.
rbid.
D.G. Marshall, "Purchasing a Microcomputer System"

op.cit., p.

15.

l3 University of Oregon, op. cit. p. VI . A. 2
,
"
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administrator unfortunatety,

since the majority of administrative
personnel are woefully unprepared in the area of computer
technology, their decisions regarding microcomputer use
in their schools are unrel-iabl".74 ,f computers are to
be seriously considered for educational applications, effort
must be made to prepare people in this line of work who
have also had experience in the classroom and in school
management. The modern school administrator need not be

of computers for educational
purposes, but it is highly desirable that he be more than a
novice. This is not to say that we cannot learn from others,
but rather that educators are those who have the responan expert in the field

sibility

for decisions regarding educatio"'75

Research Question #7 1ço9-!s)
The consideration of time, resource, and personnel
costs are critical to any initiatives involving the computer

Conclusion:

for administrative use.
Time consumption is an important factor for those
intending to introduce administrative functions on a
microcomputer. Many hours will be spent on a variety of
preparatory steps ranging from researching the marketplace
T6 Further time
to sorving minor instarration probrems.
costs can be expected in the development or adaptation of
75
74 rbid.
rbid.
76 G. Ropes and H. Gaylord,

oP.cit., P.

I05-
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where r00-3c0 hours
suitable administrative ,oftttt.77,
may be required to produce I hour of actual programming-

78

A final consideration in the discussion of time is the
considerable period that is often required by the microcomputer in order to produce the desired output-79'

B0

Although the introduction of new systems may improve these
times, it would appear that some administrative functions
reguire a great deal of microcomputer and user time before
generating output.
Those intending to use a microcomputer for administration

hardware expenditure of

are advised that an initial
approximately $5000 will

be required, and that further

hardware upkeep costs can be expected.

Software costs

could be up to $30O0Bf or more depending on the method
chosen and the particular circumstances of a given school.
In any case, a total

initial

expenditure of $10,000 is

quite possible.
Personnel costs are not as precisely defined in the
literature.

WhiIe there would probably be some effect

all school staff,it

on

is the role of t.l.e school administrator that

77 D.M. Richards, op.cit.,p.

15,

7B D.G.

Marshall, "School Administrator and the
Microcomputer ", op " cit. , p. 13.
79 D.t4. Richards, op.cit., p. 16.
B0

'

li:ì: l

L

tucc, "Feasibility study", op.cit.,
Bl t. smythe, loc.cit.

p

9u

,t
--1
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Sínce most
is likely to experience the greatest change '
of computer
administrators are unprepared in the area
technology,theirdecisionsregardingmicrocomputerusein
The
their schools will be based on fragmented knowl"dg"'82

challengeistocreateadministratorswhohaveknowledge
classin computer technology, as well as experience in the
room and school manag"*"t't'

83

Administrative Roles
Inthissectionofthechapter,areasidentifiedby
Marshalt84 wilr be used as a framework to identify
possible effects of the microcomputer on the role of the
principal.
Researchquestion#9(AdministrativeRoles)wasstated
as follows:
,,What implications wiII the advent of the microcomputer
haveupontheroleofeducationaladministrators?"
Findings.

It is clear that the microcomputer is already affecting
and will continue to affect the practice of educational
administrati_on. Arthough some ratitude may exist as to
the certainty
when and how it lvitl enter a particular school,
that the microcomputer wilI appear is irrefutable '
for
MarsharrB5 identifies four major areas of concern
82 universitY of oregon, oP .cit., p. Vr.A .2. B3 rbid"
84 D.G. Marshall, "school Administrator and the
MicrocomPuter", oP.cit', P' 485 rbid,

-60the school administrator in the context of the "micro"
revolution: (f) decision making; (2) management concernsi
(3) instructional

concerns; and (4) societal concerns-

Decision making. While many theories of decision
making abound, all of them acknowledge the importance of
accurate information to the basic decision making process
The microcomputer, in supplying larger quantities

of

accurate information, has created a perplexing state of
"information overload" for the administtator/decision
86
maker.

This increased vol-ume of information available to the
administrator wilI demand the development of new skills
for selecting and interpreting data appropriate to their
specific needs. Since reams of paper littered with
irrelevant information often confuse the issue being
considered, it is most important that administrators possess
the skills to formulate the correct questions so as to
receive the best possible ans\^Iers.
As the microcomputer makes its way through home and
offices, the public will become more aware of the wide range
of information available to Lhe administrator. Accordingly'
they will expect administrative decisions to reflect high
Ieve1s of rational thinking, and not simply be based

upon

previous habits or personal values of the decision maker.
B6

R.J. Dennis, "The School Administrator' s Introduction
to Computing", (fIlinois Series on Educational Application of
Computers, No. 16l, Illinois University, Urbana Dept. of
Secondary Education, L979), pp. 4 - 7.

'
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vüiII no longer be able to
plead "insufficient information", but will be held accountable for all decisions, whether big or small'
Compounding the pressures on administrators wiII be

Consequently, school officials

a shift towards decentralized decision making. Since data
which formerly could be processed only by large mainframe
computers wiII noh/ be available on microcomputers, it is
logical that information processing wiIl tend to be decent-

ralized back to the individual school-. This shift in
power could create d.ecision making po\¡7er beyond the experience
of many of today's administrators
Management concerns. MarshaltBT ptojects that as the
general public becomes aware of the potential of microcomputers for ed.ucational administration they witl expect
"

the administrator to be freed from many time consuming
trivia. Accordingly, the administrator wilI be expected to
spend less time on office duties and. more time in the total
environment of the school. For some administrators this
implies a change in management priorities and style'
The role of the school administrator will experience
further change as he begins to manage microcomputer operations
in his school. Many decisions must be made regarding
microcomputer selection, purchase, security, and applications,
and the school administrator must be a knowledgeable
87 D. G. l"larsharr , "School Administrator and the
Microcomputer ",oP. cit. , P. 6.

,-'

-62microcomputer consumer in order to properly respond. While

it is not imperative that he be an expert, it is certain
that he should not be t ,,orri.".BB
Instructional

concerns. As the age of the microcomputer

develops, it can be expected that Computer Assisted Instruction (cAI) will no longer be considered an innovation, but
rather an integral part of the instructional process in

schools. The school administrator, in his role as
instructional- leader, wiII be responsible for the implementation and control of CAI in curricula. Therefore, it is
imperative that the school administrator be computer literate.
More specifically, administrators must be knowledgeable
in the area of microcomputer software. Much of the available
instructional software is of poor quality and without
sufficient documentation.B9 As a result, schools are being
forced to produce their own software which is compatible
with their own needs and hardware. In his role as

many

instructional leader, the school administrator must be
prepared and qualified to evaluate available software and,/or
to provide a local environment for software production.
Societal concerns. Since adapting and reacting to
changing community needs and concerns is an important
function of any school administrator, it follows that the
University of Oregon, oP-cit", p. VI.A. L4.
89 R.w. SteeIe, "Evaluating SmaII Systems Applications
Software", Microcomputing, June 19B0' p. 169.
88
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of the microcomputer may have created some new problems
in this area. rt is difficult to speculate on the feelings
of teachers or of the general public towards computer use
in education, but it is most important that the school
administrator be sensitive to needs of these gtorrp=.90
Even while giving proper consideration to those
societal attitudes and concerns, the administrator must
age

continue to respond to issues of fundamental computer
Iiteracy. "It has been suggested that the ignorance of
computers will render people as functionalty illiterate

as

ignorance of reading and writing and arithmetic"9l. In
this context it is crucial that school administrators address
computer literacy programs in a realistic and productive
manner.

Conclusion: Research Question #9 (Adminis:trrative RoleÐ
The role of the educational administrator must adjust
to the advent of the microcomputer. While the administrator
of yesterday might have had a choice in allowing the computer
into his school, the ad.ministrator of today does not- What
may possibly be controlled by today's administrator is the
extent of microcomputer use for various instructional and
administrative applications. To be successful in these
90 D.G. Marsharr, "School Administrators and the

Microcomputer op.cit. , P. 15'
91 rbid, p. 16.
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areas, the school administrator must be computer Iiterate,
as relative complexities of hardware and software have made
the implementation and acceptance of microcomputers much
more problematic than, for instance, the overhead projector'92
ft is critical that decisions regarding computer applications
for both the classroom and office be made by knowledgeable
educators - not by computer salesmen and

and intelligent

office clerks

"

SummarY

rn this chapter, the microcomputer literature related
to the following five areas \^/as reviewed: (l) administrative
functions; (2) software; (3) hardware; (4) costs; and (5)
This section summarizes the chapter
findings in order to establish a "state of the art" framework to which the winnipeg situation can be compared.
administrative roles.

functions of microcomputers would,
at first glance, appear to be a never ending list, many of
the suggested uses could be considered inefficient and time
While administrative

consuming. Furthermore, practicality

dictates Iimiting

microcomputer use to no more than ten application=g3, each
of which should realize a net savings in time and efficiency'

92 D.J. Brown and S.A. CutcIiffe, "Administrative
Implications of Microcomputers in Education", presented
at canadian society for study in Education, Halifax N.s.,
June I - 4, l9B1' P. L2.
93 *rcc, "Feasibility study", op.cit-, p- tl-
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to be most appropriate for microcomputer application involve a large number of items (or students) and a
tedious or repetitive task.
Microcomputer software for administrative use is
relatively non-existent at this time, and what Iittle soft\^/are is available remains unproven and compatible with
specific combinations of microcomputers, discs, tapes and
.Areas deemed

printers.

Any attempts to modify commercially availabl-e

business software have been less than successful, with the

result that this route is not recommended by the literature.
Microcomputer users are advised to either develop administrative programs specific to their school's needs , or to
contract their development to a software firm.
Although most microcomputer hardware, as currently
avaiJ-ab1e, is dependable and of good quality, prospective
purchasers of microcomputers for administrative use are
advised to buy one of the more conmon makes. In order to
facilitate administrative applications, these units should
feature a minimum of 32K internal memory, external disc
storage, and a good quality line printer capable of 30
L20 characters per second.
Costs, in terms of time ' resources, and personnel are
very serious considerations for those intending to use the
microcomputer for administration. Significant time
consumption can be expected for the writing, debugging, and
implementation of the required software.

Financial resources

---------
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will be required to purchase and maintain the microcomputer
system. In addition, personnel changes or training can be
anticipated as a result of microcomputer applications in
areas of educational administration. In light of these
various factors it follows that a comparison of expected
costs against anticipated benefits is most important for
schools considering the microcomputer for administrative
use.

The role of the educational administrator will be

dramatically affected by the microcomputer.
Administrators wiIl be held more accountable than ever
before for a variety of reasons. One can expect their roles
as educational leaders to be placed under greater scrutiny
aS a result of computer assisted management. Similarly, nerúI
Ievels of expectations regarding administrative functions
could be expected to exert greater pressure on school
administrators.
Considering this change in his/her role and the certainty
that the microcomputer will enter his/her school- with or
\^Iithout him, the reconmended course of action for an
administrator is to become computer literate, and thus be
capable of monitoring and guiding microcomputer use in his
school "

In the next chapter, the findings from the literature
are summarized in the form of a framework to guide the
investigation of the use of microcomputers for administrative
purposes in WinniPeg schools.

-t

CHAPTER TIT
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

In this chapter the research design and methodology
used in the study are presented.

The research design

includes the conceptual framework as weIl as the research
questions used to guide the research" The respondents
in the study are also described, and the instrumentation
utilized

in the investigation

Finally,

is presented.

the research methodology is outlined,

a description of the data collection

including

and treatment methods.

Research Design
The major purpose of the study was to determine what

variables are i-nvolved in the administrative use of microcomputers in schools, and how these variables are being
accounted for in Winnipeg schools.
Conceptual Framework

This study was initiated in response to an apparent
lack of information in the area of microcomputers and school
administration - both locaIly and elsewhere. The concept
of first establ-ishing the variables from existing research
and literature on this topic, and then comparing the current
Winnipeg situation to literature reports and recommendations
was thought to be the most effective research design. In
addition, it was felt that this research design would be
of most use to administrators when beginning microcomputer
operations in their school-s
The problem statement of this study suggested ten (10)
-67

-

-68questions - two in each of the five areas: (1) administrative
functions; (2) software; (3) hardware; (4) costs; and (5)
administratirr'e roles. The first question in each area was
concerned with the literature findings, and has been answered
in Chapter II of this paper.

In this wây, a conceptual

framework has been developed within which the Winnipeg high

school situation

can be examined. Such a comparison of

findings in the literature

with the winnipeg situation

gives

rise to the second research question in each of the five
areas (see Tab1e VIIf)"
The following were the ten research questions used for

the study:
Applications

administrative applications of the microcomputer
are suggested in the literature by the authorities?
2. To what extent is the microcomputer being used for
administrative purposes in Winnipeg schools?
I.

What

Software

3. a) What operating and application software is
available, and which of these are reconmended by the literature?

b) What sources of software exist for the prospective
user In Manitoba?
4.

What software is being used for administrative

functions by Winnipeg schools?
Hardware

what are the options in microcomputer hardware available

-69TABLE
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Correlation of Literature

VIII

Findings I/üith Second Research

Question in Each Area
Issue

Administrative -will perform
Functions

In Winnipeg

Literature
B0%

of

Research Question

#2 (Administrative
administrative tasks
-difficulty with Iarge data Functions )
base or file maniPulation
-good for tedious or rePetitive task
-use 16-bit machine for
scheduling

Software

-most 8-bit. machines have
CPM operating sYStem
-Level of BASIC should be

high (powerful)
-littIe administrative
software available
-users best to develoP
their own software or
pay to have it develoPed
Hardware
-choose one of more common
makes
-minimum of 32R internal
memory
-floppy disc storage for
administrative use
-good qualitY Printer of
30-120 char . /sec.
Costs
-time, resources' and
personnel must be carefully considered
-financial outlaY of $I0,000
or more can be exPected
Administrative -microcomputer use for
administration inevitable
Roles
-decisions must be made bY
computer literate administrators
-administrators will be
expected to be more
efficient and accountable

Research Question
+4 (Software)

Research Question

#6 (Hardware)

Research Question
#B (Costs)

Research Question

#I0 (Administrative

Roles

)

-70for administrative use in schools, and which of these are
recommended in the literature?
What hardware is being used and reconmended by
6-

tlinnipeg schools using the microcomputer for administrative
purposes

?

Costs

. I¡Ihat is the cost in time, resources ' and personnel
to those schools using computer based administrative services?
B. t{hat costs in terms of time, resources' and personnel
have been borne by Winnipeg schools using the microcomputer
7

for administration?
Administrative Roles
9.

What implications

will

the advent of the microcomputer

have upon the role of educational administrators?

10. What implications has. the microcomputer had for the
role of the educational admínistrator in Winnipeg high schools?
Respondents

Forty-six high schools in the Winnipeg area were identified through the YeIIow Pages, Manitoba Telephone System
1980 BI directorY.
Communication (questionnaire and interview) with these
schools was directed through the principal on the premise
that he/she would be knowledgeable regarding microcomputer
use for administrative purposes in his/her school '
personal interviews were also held with two local
experts in the area of microcornputers and data based

manage-

-1 L-

ment sysLems

Instrument Development
The ans\¡Jers to the first

research questions (#I' 3, 5,

, and 9 ) in each of the investigation areas provided a
basis for the construction of the Interview Schedule (see
7

Appendix D).

The Schedule was used as a guide by the

interviewer when conducting personal interviews with personnel involved in microcomputer administrative applications
in Winnipeg high schools.

The correlation

schedule questions and investigation

between interview

areas is shown in

Table fX.
TABLE IX

fnvestigation

Areas and Inte,rview Schedule

Investigation Area
I. Administrative Functions
2. Software
3. Hardware
4. Costs
5. Administrative

Roles

Interview Schedule Item(s)

L,3,7,20
l, B, 9, r0, 15 ,18
2, 4,5, B, 9, 10, L4 , 16, 18
4, 5, 6, 10, rr , 12, 13, 14,
15, L7 , 18, 19
I, r0, rr, 15, LJ , 18, 20

Research Methodology

Initially,
covering letter

a questionnaire (see Appendix C)

and

(see Appendix B) were sent to principals

46 high schools in üüinnipeg in November, 1980. Addresses

were provided by the Yellow Pages, Manitoba Telephone

of

'
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System

19

B0

B

l- directorY

.

Forty-one (4I) of the 46 schools responded, giving
a percentage return rate of 89å.
From these results, the schools that were using
microcomputers for administration were identified,

and

personal interviews with administrative personnel in each
school followed between February and June, I9BI. Telephone
interviev/s were used in December 19BI as a means of updating
research information.
Two personal interviews were also held with local

experts in the area of microcomputers and data based
management systems.

Data Treatment
The results of the questionnaire on microcomputer use

were collated and used to guide the remainder of the

research. Additional- observational data was collected
through interviews with administrative personnel in the six
schools found to be using the microcomputer for administrationThis data was then analyzed in the context of the "Iiterature"
framework.

The observationat d.ata collected and the analysis of the

data in the context of the literature findings are both
presented in the next chaPter-

i

"r:::jltraaair-.1

CHAPTER
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF

IV

DATA:

ADMTNISTRATIVE USE OF

MICROCOMPUTERS TN WINNIPEG SCHOOLS

The purpose of this chapter is three-fold:

(I) to

present the observational data collected in the area of
administrative use of microcomputers in Winnipeg schools;
(2) to compare these observations with the literature
findings using the conceptual framework developed in Chapter
and differences
II as a guide; and (3) to analyze similarities
occuringi between the literature and the fie1d.

Questionnaire Results
The covering Ietter and questionnaire (see Appendices B
and c) v/ere mailed to all 46 high schools in December, 1980.
As noted previously, 4L of the 46 high schools responded,
giving a return rate of 89å. The results of the microcomputer
questionaire are summarized in Table X" As can be seen from
Table X, 19 or 4L schools responding already had a microcomputer in their school. This number, combined with the

B

schools that planned to purchase a machine, meant that 27
schools or 65.8U of those responding would have a microcomputer
on site in the very near future.

Should this rate of growth

continue, aII Winnipeg high schools could have microcomputers
by

19

83.

A further observation was made concerning those schools
utili zing the microcomputer for administrative functions and
the extent to which other uses l^/ere already in place in 'their
schools. AII six of these schools vtere using the microcomputer
-1 3-

-'7

^-

TABLE

X

Results of Questionnaire on Microcomputer

Use

No. Answerrng

oues

Affirmatively
(out of 41)

tion

Have MicrocomPuter

in School

Percentage
.32

19

46

17

4L.5%

7

L7.LZ

6

14 .62

Do

B

19. 5A

Have More Than One Micro

6

L4.62

Have Ten or More Micros

2

4.BZ

Use Micro
Courses

for Teaching Computer

Micro for Computer Assisted
Instruction

Use
Use

Micro for Administrative

Use

Not Have lt4icro, but PIan to
Purchase One

--T:5ñS-RRî|
t.r,,,t,,,ì::
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to teach computer courses ' and three of Lhem were using it
for computer assisted instruction as well. These observations,
combined with the data of Tab1e X indicate that most micro-

computers were purchased by schools to be used in the

teaching of computer courses, with administrative
being developed at a Iater date.

functions

fnterview Results
The six schools identified

for administrative
and June, I9BI.
means

as using the microcomputer

functions were visited between February
Information obtained was later updated by

of telephone interviews in December, IgBI-

following brief summaries of the interviews,
referred to by number since their identity

In the

schools are
has no bearing

on

the research problem pursued in this paper.
School

#1

School #I was using a 32K microcomputer for a combination

of teaching and administrative functions. The administrative
component began gradually, but increased steadily until the
need for a new system was evident. At that time a decision
\¡¡as required as to whether to purchase another system to be
shared with instructional apptications, or to establish a
System for the sofe purpose of administration. The school
staff chose the latter alternative and have recently purchased
a 4BK microcomputer, dual disc drives, and a letter-quality
printer at a cost of approximately $8000. By following this
route the staff hopes to minimize both turn around time and
security risks.

-76while microcomputer operations have been the responsibility of the computer science teacher, it is anticipated
that they wiII soon be absorbed into the routine of regular
This possibility is enhanced by the excellent
office staff.
and dependabilit.y of both machines.
reliability
At present, the microcomputer assists in the scheduling
of 900 students by generating a limited conflict matrix for

nearly atI students in approximately lo minutes. A discussion
of the scope and limitations of typical microcomputer-produced
conflict matrices may be beneficial at this time.
Any conflict matrix represents the options that students
select versus the time periods when the courses are offered'
The objective in producing the matrix is to minimize the
teachers,
number of conflicts by varying the times, priorities,
and room allocations.

ülhereas the conflict

matrix generated

by a main-frame computer may consider aIl student timetables
and allow priority or weighting to be assigned to selected
students, a microcomputer's conflict matrix is limited to
students with routine timetables and treats them all equalfy'94
As a result, this limited conflict matrix requires that
students with unusual options be timetabled manually'
Further constraints often occur due to the lack of
sophistication and smalI size of most line printers cofiìmon
94 statement bY R- sirver in an address ("Student
Scheduling") to Administrator User's Group at Radio Shack
Computer Centre; WinniPeg, APriI 13, 1982.

-17

-

to microcomputer systems. For example, the conflict matrix
for 800 students is printed in strips which must be taped
together and often occupies a fuII wall of space
95

assembled.

oespite these restrictions,

produced conflict

when

microcomputer-

matrices may be of considerable benefit

in student scheduling operations.96
À{icrocomputer appJ-ications for locks/lockers

and

attendance were also in use in this school, and other office
systems and routines were under development.

Since most of the administrative

software used by this

school had been produced by senior students, it was unavailable both commercially and for sharing purposes.
School

#2

School #2 was actually only in the beginning stages

of applying the microcomputer for administration.
The school purchased six I6K microcomputers with tape
accessories for about $700 each. A portion of this initial
purchase cost was borne by a Department of Education grant
to refurbish the school's Business Education Department.
School- personnel have been sufficiently impressed with the
reliability of the six machines to order two more with disc
drives on the school's current budget.
The security of files was not a concern as hard copy
(paper) records were being kept o.f all information. In
addition, the microcomputer used by the office was exclusively
oÊ.
JJ

rbid

96 rbid
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for use
night

l-n

the administrative area

and v/as

locked up at

-

Whi

Ie the microcomputer was being used only to generate

class lists , future plans included the development of test
scoring and locks/l-ockers programs.
School

#3

This school had 3 microcomputers - t!,/o of which possessed
l6K internal memory, with the remaining machine having
internal memory as weII as a single disc drive and line
printer.

The latter

4BK

unit had been recently purchased by the

school division at a cost of approximately $5000.
Administrative functions that utitized the 4BK microcomputer included career day, participaction,

sorting,

inventory list,

event scheduling,

and substitute programs. Most of

these apptications involved the storage and retrieval
to 700 records. The computer functioned well in all
applications,

but input/output operations

\Á/ere of

of

up

ten slow

and

tedious.
staff had been trained in the operation of
the larger machine for performing some of their administrative
secretarial

duties once programs \,!tere adequately developed.
A project was to soon begin whereby the microcomputer
would be connected to the Manitoba Schools Computer Network
programs and be able to communicate with the Cybershare

computer. In this way data would be uploaded and downloaded
to the Network Administrative Programs on Computer-Assisted
Scheduling, Mark Recording, and Cumulative Files. Therefore,

-79the Cybershare computer could perform the necessary operations
and return the results to disc units at the school site for
access by the microcomputer. It is estimated that the cost
for this service, based on required computer time and storage
space, could be $f500 annuallYschool personnel felt that any such use of a central
computer should minimize security risks since the actual file

manipulation occurs away from the school
School-

-

#4

School #4 actually used a mini-computer, not a microcomputer, but it is included in this study because of the
transient nature of the terms mini and micro, and because
of the many similarities between it and the schools previously
discussed. Note is also made that the main differences
between a minicomputer and a microcomputer involve cost,
size if storage, and operating system, and that otherwise
the machines function in a similar manner. This minicomputer
with 96K internal memory, 3 X 54K bank memory, four terminals,
and a high Speed printer would market today for in excess of
$20,000. Although the system had been originally purchased
by the school board for the teaching of computer science, it
v¡as being used for administrat|ve applications as wellAt the time of this survey ' the administrative
applications of the minicomputer \¡rlere the responsibility

of

the school's two computer science teachers. Administrative
tasks that had been computerízeð. included mark reporting,
attendance, class lists,

report cards, test scoring,

and

,,r

-80-
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smallresearchprojectapplications.Theuseofthemicro'computer as a word processor was a pilot project at that
time

-

security measures were necessary with administrative
files since students utilized the same machine and a portion
of the same memory banks- To this end, summary sheets of
strict

file contents were stored in the school office, duplicate
records were retained on paper and memory cartridge in two
different locations, and the administrative cartridge was
Iocked uP at night.

This system had functioned dependably and without
breakdown over the two years of use'
School

#5

Thisschoolutilizedamicrocomputerwith4BKinternal
memory, double floppy disks, and a letter-quality daisy
wheel printer.

The system had been purchased from school

funds and would currently market for approximately

$9500 '

Thisschoolhadbeenpurchasingcomputerservicesfor
reporting, class lists, and attendance, but had not been
satisfied with the results. Consequently, they purchased a
microcomputer, with the promise of accompanying administrative
software, and intended to run it parallel to the purchased
services for a trial period before converting completely to
the microcomPuter system.
At the time of this survev the microcomputer had stored
and retrieved 1450 records at one time in printing a student
directory. other uses were planned but were still in the

-BIdevelopmental stages.
The microcomputer system was retained exclusively

for

with
office use, was housed there, and was locked up at night
duplicate records being kept on paper in another location.
of the system had been questionwhile the reliability
able due to repeated technical problems, these had been
rectified and the microcompùter was reported to be running
smoothIY.

This school was also involved in a pilot program of the
Department of Education for the purpose of assessing science
and mathematics software. As a result, 15 to 20 microcomputers
with various capabilities

\¡Iere being used throughout the

school.
School

#6

School #6 was using a 4BK microcomputer, single floppy
disc, and a Iine printer, and had 3 more such units On order.
The unit cost of approximately $5000 had been funded by the

school division approximately one year before the date of
this survey. During this time school personnel had been
very satisfied with the retiability and general performance

of the microcomputer sYstem.
Plans \¡Iere being formualted to connect this microcomputer to the Manitoba schools computer Network Administrative Package. should this be successful, the cybershare
computer could perform any necessary complex file manipulation
or data base operations and relay the resulting data to disc
at the school. Therefore, the school would have access to

-82a sophisticated administrative package through its

own

microcomputer.

At the time of interview the microcomputer was being
operated by one secretary who had been previously trained
and employed as a keypunch operator.
When

this survey was conducted the school had yet to

computerize any administrative

applications but had

an

attendance package under development.

fn this school's division,
to study directions

a task force has been formed

in computer education for the division.

School personnel were optimistic

that forthcoming task force

recommendations would provide much needed stability

direction in the area of microcomputer instructional
administrative apptications

and
and

.

$gministrative Micr
Winnipeg High Schools
Research Question #2 (Applications) was stated as

follows:
"To what extent is the microcomputer being used for

administrative purposes in Winnipeg schools?"
Findings
Existing administrative
responding to the initial-

the schools identified
for administration.

applications.

Of the 4I schools

questionnaire, only 6 (f 4.6e") of

themselves as using the microcomputer

Further analysis reveals that the only

schools in which microcomputer use for administration

was

--..:r-5!mt

ì:tt
.

-83actually established to any degree were Schools #1 and 4.
Thus, out of the 4L schools responding to the questionnaire,
only 2 (4.9s") v/ere using the microcomputer in school
administration,

and only School +4 had been doing so for

more than one Year

An analysis of the possible administrative
microcomputers (from Chapter II,,

uses of

page 32) , feasible

administrative uSes of microcomputers (from Chapter If,
page 35 ) , and actual uses found in Winnipeg high schools is
presented in Tabl-e XI .

As can be seen, there were ten

actual- administrative applications in Winnipeg and two more
\,vere in the developmental stage (indicated by parentheses).
It is particularly

interesting

to note the similarities

and

differences between these applications and those considered
to be most feasible by uncc.97
with respect to their diversity,
many of the applications were initiated

it is probable that
due to the interest

or expertise of the programming personnel, and were not preceded by a formal needs assessment. As a result, the actual
microcomputer uses existing in Winnipeg high schools

\Á/ere

scattered over a wide range of administrative functions
It
many of which would not be considered most feasible.98
is equally clear, however, that at least 5 of the t0 actual
97 *ucc, "Feasibility study", op-cit.,
9B rbid.

il

p. lL

t:,'1.:'

.:.
:::

_rr4TABLE XI

Microconrl)utcr uses
^ctuill
f or Administrat ion in t',linnipeg lligh Schools

Poss

il.:le Feasible .ìnd

É'easlble

Possiblc Àclministr.ltivc
l'unct lo¡ì bv Microcoml)uter

Àdministr'ìtive
Funct ion

srudcnt
.
2.
l.t.
5.
6.
?.
8.
9.
IO .
I l.
12.
I l.
I{.
15.
I

I rì

-

Student Rccords
Census

Enrollnent Proiection
ÀLtcndance (d<li Iy)
.\E tend¡nce ( ðnnua I )
f,!st
Àthletic tiIicjibiIitY
llcJ I t!ì fìccorcls
Mark Iìe¡rortint¡ ( transcriPcs)
stuCent Sched. Àss Istancc
Tr.f nsport.rt ion (bus routes

2,(tt

)

School. C.rlcndar
Gràcuate t'olLow-uo

id.lnce Rccords
Test Scoring 6 ÀnalYSis
cl¡ss i.ists
Gu

rsonne I
l. Pe rson.r I Record
2. Teachinq,¡\ssiqtìment
l. "DuE_v" Lists

?e

Facilities
I . Faci I it ies,/Equipment
f nven tory
2, Energ-v Management
Uti lization
i. Facilities
.l . llaintenance (schedule of
records

)

î i nance
I . Ccncrf, I Àccount inc¡

2. ìcccunts P.ìyabIe,/Recci\'-rbI
ljorccnstin'ì
l- l'in¡nci¡l
i. l.':rch ?rôcr.tr \ccount i n'l
r. i:.r,:r'-ì:ì!ì
^(.'(,\untllr.ì
arìtì
'-). .'¡nJL'l i{ePorLs
;'urchlse Orclers
l. Gcner.¡ I Ledger
dencr¿ì I

l.
l.
3.
{.

llscs

t{i tj].}]I-'l-

LibrJr!' circul.rtion
I'iIm Order L.ists
}ledia Reservàsions
Project Pl¡nning and
Uu,lge

t i ng

5. ÀctivrtY Sche<iul inq
6 . word Process i nq
¡. 11ði Iing LisÈs,/1,ðbcIs
g. Strtiscical
Àn¡IYsis

e
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-85applications in Winnipeg are in areas deemed most feasible,
of success than the others
and may have a greater possibitity

of hardware and expectations. The observational
data col-Iected by means of personal interviews is summarized
for Schools #1, 2,3, 5, and 6 in Tab]e XII- Schoo] #4 is
omitted from this table because it uses a minicomputer to
perform its administrative functions. While it is interesting
to note that it exists, for the purpose of this analysis I
v¡il1 concentrate on the microcomputer. One further clarification regarding Table XII may be necessary at this time.
The term "expectations" in this table refers to all administrative functions that the microcomputer is to perform - both
Comparison

existing and future.
using the information contained in Table xII and the
findings of the literature, it may be possible to analyze
each school's chances of success or failure in applying the
microcomputer for administration.
Schoot #1. This school was using a 48K microcomputer,
dual disc drives, and a letter-quality printer to perform
student scheduling assistance (limited conflict matrix) ,
locks/lockers, and attendance applications. According to
the literatut"99 this school did possess the microcomputer
hardware appropriate to their expectations, although they
might experience some difficutty in the area of speed
constraints as previously described in this paper (chapter rr)
oo
JJ

D.M

Richards, op.cit",

p.

L7

'

-36TABLE
Summar

X]I

of School Hardware and Expectations

School

School Size

#1

900

#2

1000

#3

700

Hardware

Expectations

dual disc drives,
daisy wheel printer

4BK microcomputer,

scheduling
assistance, Locks/
lockers, attendance

I6K microcomputer,
cassette tape,
inexpensive printer

class lists, test
scoring, Locks/
lockers

4BK microcomputer,

career day, minischeduling, inventory, sorting,
complete Admin.
Package by uploading/
downloading to

dual disc drives,
inexpensive printer

Cybershare

#s

r450

#6

700

reporting

4BK microcomputer,

class lists,

4BK microcomputer,

Complete Admin.
Package by uploading,/
downloading to
Cybershare.

dual disc drives,
daisy wheel printer
dual disc drives,
inexpensive printer

attendance

-----:]:ï..

': '.'"ì":

-81School #2. WhiIe the administrative microcomputer
hardware of this schoof was limited to a l6K microcomputer,
cassette tape, and inexpensive printer,
did not reflect

these limitations .

their expectations

fn fact, this school

expected to implement administrative

applications for cl-ass

test scoring and locks/Iockers.

lists,

The literatut.l00

contends that this hardware configur-

of a stat-

ation is capable only of performing calculations
istical

nature.

It would appear that all three hardware

components are inadequate for administrative

use.

microcomputer should possess the maximum internal

The
memory

possible (at least 4BK up to 64x)10I; and the printer

should

be of good quality capable of 30-120 characters per second.I02
As a result of all of these factors,
this school will
to effectively

it is obvious that

experience great difficulties
utilize

in attempting

their microcomputer for the expected

administrative applications

.

School #3. This school owned a 4BK microcomputer, dual
Their expectations
disc drives, and an inexpensive printer"
of this system included local event scheduling, inventory'
and sorting applications,

as welI as an uploading,/downloading

procedure with a main-frame computer in order to access
complete administrative package.

Although the microcomputer and dual disc drives will

roo rbid.

lor ,¡i¿,

r02
---I¡UCC,
"Feasibility

Study", op.cit. , p"

10.

a

-BB-

support their expectations, it is obvious that the line
A. documented by Richards 104, a slow
prj-nter wilL,otJ03
and can severely Iimit
printer is hopelessly inefficient
administrative aPPlications .
It is also possible that this school could experience
with the microcomputer,/computer
considerable difficulty
interfacing as this procedure has not been well-documented
by the Iiterature.
School #5. This school was expecting to use a
microcomputer, dual disc drives, and a letter-quality

4BK

printer

reporting and attendance applications
As in the case of School #1, this school

to perform class Iists,
for 1450 students.

possessed the necessary hardwarel05, but could be hampered
somewhat by the slowness of the microcomputer.

J-06

School #6. In this case the school was intending to
use a 4BK microcomputer, d.ua] disc drives, and an inexpensive
printer to upload and download data to a main-frame computer,
and thereby access a complete administrative

oackage. While

the microcomputer and disc drives \^Iere adequate for this
f 0t
application, the printer definitely was ,,ot.
"on="quently,
to
applications
this school could expect its administrative
and poor qualíty
be severely restricted by the inefficient
printer.

t0B

I o 3rbid,
1o

5

tbid

104D.M. Richards, op"cit.,

-106rbid"

p. IB"

ro7*u""," "Feasibility Study", op. cit. , p. l0 .
ro8o . n. Richards, op. cit. , p" IB.

--':fri.,::S.--Ts.

-89Conclusion: Research Question #2 LAppllcationsJ
Microcomputers in winnipeg high schools are being used
for administrative applications at this time.
very little
Although six schools identified

themselves as administ-

rative users on the initial questionnaire, only two had
progressed to the point of building useful microcomputer
functions into their administration,

and one of these

a minicomputer rather than a microcomputer.
Furthermore, the administrative applications of microutilized

:ì,,
iliì
:-ì.'

ìì'

..:ì.

computers which did exist in Winnipeg high schools \¡tere

not restricted to those considered most feasible by the
109
literaturê *"-, but rather were spread over a wide range
of possibilities.
This picture is further complicated when one considers
the hardware possessed by each school and their expectatíons
of that hardware (rable XII). An analysis of the data
contained in Table XTI reveals that only 2 of the 5 schools
had purchased sufficient hardware to support their expectations
It is appropriate to conclude that Winnipeg high schools
are in the very early stages of development in the administrative applications of microcomputers. In fact, this author
unable to see any administrative applications in operation.
At best, what f saw were a lot of plans and a lot of dreams,

\^/as

but very little

109

action.

rlecc, "Feasibility Study", op.cit.,

p.

10"

-rl-Is..
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Software Used by Winnipeg High Schools
Research Question #4 (software) was stated as follows:

"what software is being used for administrative
functions bY WinniPeg schools?"
Findings

fI0, commercial software
As documented by the Iiteratut"
is either unavailable or unproven in this field at this time'
It is therefore not suprising that the only sources of software for winnipeg schools have been their own staff

and

students.
of the five microcomputing schools, only school #l had
developed administrative applications to any extent, and
they had relied exclusively on both teacher and student
produced programs. The users of this software, the school,
offered the following four observations to this researcher

(I) the programs were complex in nature
even for the experienced programmer to follow;
and difficult
(2) the programs were written in BASIC for a 4BK system with
d.ual disc drives and up to 1000 records of data; (3) the

regarding software:

software was written specifically

for the particular

needs

of the school and was compatible only with its microcomputer
system; (4) the authors of the administrative programs were
reluctant to share them as they felt

that the software had

commercial potential.

r10 ¡,tecc, "Feasibility study", oP.cit., p. B-ro

T

-9Lthese observations could
of
aII
that
appear
would
It

be

consideredcharacteristicofstudentand/orteacherproduced
written
programs were not initially
the
Since
software.
that they
understandable
is
it
market'
for a commercial
since they were
Furthermore'
flexibility'
would lack
in the
who are novices ' ât least
programmers
by
written
that
software ' one could predict
of
type
this
of
production
to
difficult
documented'
poorly
be
would
the programs
in some areas' The final
understand, and inefficient
the
reluctance to share reflects
the
concerning
observation
tremendoustimecommittmentthattheseindividualshave
investedtodevelopthesoftwarethattheyhave.Unfortunately'
are of limited scope '
guarding
are
they
which
the programs
any great value. on the commercial
and are unlikely to be of
marketPlace '

#4 (Software)
Conclusion: Research Question
Thesmallamountofadministrativesoftwarethatdid'
was written in BASrc
schoors
high
winnipeg
in
exist for use
by teachers and/or students
and had been developed locally
tosuittheschool,sspecificrequirements.Whilethese
performing a variety of
of
capable
reportedly
programs vlere
functions,theyvtereunavailableduetotheundeveloped
commercialmarketplaceanð'/ortheownershipfelt.bytheir
authors

-

high schools surveYed
It was clear that the Winnipeg
of
to produce a small amount
initiatives
local
on
relied
had

're
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administrative software for a wide variety of applications.
Hardware Used by Winnipeg High Schools

Research Question #6 (Hardware) was stated as follows:
"What hardware is being used and recommended by

Winnipeg high schools using the microcomputer for administ-

rative purposes?"
Findings

For the purposes of this study it is important to
separate School #4 and its minicomputer from the remaining
Accordingly, discussion of the
hardware existing at Schoof #4 witl occur at the end of this
5 microcomputing schools.

section.
From the personal interviews conducted it was determined

that the five microcomputing schools possessed a variety of
microcomputers, methods for external storage, and line
printers.
Microcomputers. while the brand of microcomputer was
not important to this study, it is noted that there were
two Apple II's, one PET, one TRS-80, and one Northstar
throughout the five microcomputing schools.
of these machines had been excellent except
The reliability
distributed

for the technical problems experienced by School +5'
It is important to note that School #5 was the only
school not using a more

common

brand of microcomputer

had been recommended by the literatut"lll,
111
"'s.

Ropes and H. Gaylord, op. cit - ,

as

and that this

p

-

10 4
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choice severely limited the establishment of administrative
applications in the school. while the eventual replacement
of a defective chip seemed to have solved their technical
problems, they still lacked the necessary administrative
software. This software had been promised by the supplier
The
at the time of purchase, but had yet to materialize.
that such software would become commercially
availabte for this machine was hampered by its uncommon make'
It is clear that a poor choice of microcomputer can severely

possibility

administrative applications in a school '
Internal storage of 4BK existed on the microcomputers

restrict

found in Schools #1, 3, 5, and 6, but School #2's machine
was supported only by l6K, and could therefore be expected
to restrict the administrative applications of that =thool'f12
while schools #1, 3, 5,
and 6 possessed single or double floppy disc drives for
external storage, School +2 relied on cassette tape for
Il3predicts that School #2's
this function. The literature
dependence on cassette tape wilt severely limit its administMethods for external storage.

rative applications.
printers.
Although all five microcomputing schools had

line printers, onlY Schools + I and 5 had good qualitY machines
capable of 30-120 characters per second as recommended bY
114 Therefore it could be exPected that
,
the riterature.
"FeasibilitY SLudY", op.cit., p. 2.
II3
D.l.'1 . Richards, oP.cit.,
P- r5"
LL4
p. loMECC, "FeasibiIitY StudY", op.cit.,
LL2

MECC,

'-i---r=.-.

.a
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Schools #2, 3, and 6 would experience some constraints due to

printer speed and quality when attempting to apply the
microcomputer for administration.
The minicomputer of School #4. The minicomputer owned

by School #4 was very conspicuous due to its price'
storage, and program capabilities.
96K internal

memory

This 16-bit system possessed

storage, 3x64K external bank memory, and was

As reporled by the
supported by a high speed printer.
lfl
Iiterature
I such 16-bit microprocessors wiIl greatly
and
enhance administrative microcomputer possibilities,
should be seriously considered by prospective microcomputer
purchasers.

ft would appear that the minicomputer and rel-ated hardware in place at School #4 would be more than adequate for
any administrative

Conclusion:

applications involving its 250 students.

Research Question #6 (Hardware)

Microcomputer hardware being used for administrative
purposes in Winnipeg schools varies from the smaller

16K

personal or hobby type system to the refined and more power-

fut minicomputer. Vthile it is interesting to note that the
Iatter system possessing internal memory of 96K and bank
rmemory of L92K exists, it will be excluded from the following
d.i-scussion since the purpose of this paper is to concentrate
on the microcomputer.
Four of the remaining five schools had microcomputers
115G. Evans, roc.cit.

,-1i

"
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vrith 4BK internal memory and disc drives for external storage.
The exception was School- #2 with a l6K machine and cassette
tape storage.
Printer hardware showed simil-ar variations in sophistication with only Schools #f and 5 utilizing

good quality

printers capable of 30 - I20 characters per second.
In general, Winnipeg schools were using the more
makes of microcomputers, and had been well- satisfied

mechanical- reliability

common

with the

of their machines. However, any

recommendations by Winnipeg schools regarding this hardware

and its suitability

for administrative

use would have been

premature due to the early stage of development in this area.

Costs_of Using the Microcomputer for Administration in
Winnipeg High_Schools
Research Question #B (Costs) was stated as follows:
"Vùhat costs in terms of time, resources, and personnel

have been borne by Winnipeg schools using the microcomputer

for administration?"
Findings
When commencing

of

common

difficulties

this study, it was expected that a number
in implementing microcomputer administ-

rative use would have been experienced by Winnipeg high school-s.
In fact, guestions 4 through lB with the exception of 6, B,

and

14 of the fnterview Schedule are all- related to some cost in

terms of time, resources or personnel.

A comparison of the

anticipated costs and those acutally found to exist is Iocated
in Table XIII.

Analysis of this table reveals that many of the
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TABLE

XIII

Anticipated and Actual Costs with SchooI-based
Micros for Administrative Use
anticiPated Cost

Evidence

Time

. DifficultY finding time to
write the necessary software
2. Slow data access

,f

2,3,5

16

I'3

Resources

l. DifficultY obtaining
necessary funds
2. Sharing with students
resulting in securitY Problems

4

'6

Personnel

I. DifficultY in training
office Personnel
2. DifficultY with avaitabiLíLY/
interest of quatified staff to
write required software

2r5

2,3,5

16
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expected costs \^/ere not, in fact, realized by the Winnipeg

hiqh schools.
Concerns in the area of time costs were expressed by

Schools #2, 3, 5, 6 and centred around the lack of time
available to write the required software. It is interesting
that further time constraints in terms of slow data access
\^/ere experienced by schools #r and 3, and that both of
these schools shared their computer between administrative
and student apPlications.

Difficulties

with the availability

of financial

resources

were not a major concern of any personnel interviewed.
Schools #1, 2, and 5 had purchased microcomputers to support
computer science programs either from within their

own

school budgets or from Department of Education grants for
related programs. Schools #3, 4, and 6 received their computers
from their school division which also made the choice of
hardware. Although none of the schoofs interviewed expressed
concern regarding the availability

initial

of financial

resources for

mj-crocomputer purchases, many of them v/ere seeking

funds to expand their operations.
Schools #4 and 6 were somewhat concerned that shared
student-administration arrangements may have created some
security risks with confidential information. In this regard
it is probable that the purchase of a microcomputer for the
exclusive use of the school office would have resolved these
diffículties.

¡:-=,-ïrilll
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Concerns regarding personnel costs were evident in Schools

had been encountered in training

#2 and 5 where some difficulty

office personnel to operate the microcomputer. This problem
and that of schools #2, 3, 5, and 6 regarding the interest
in writing programs and/or managing
computer operations might both be reduced by further administrative commitment to microcomputer use.

of available staff

Conclusion: Research Question #B (Costs)
in implementing microcomputers for
Major difficulties
administrative use in Winnipeg high schools have centred
around t\^/o cost factors:

(l) production of software,

(2) commitment of qualified

personnel.

and

It is obvious that

of these concerns depends directly upon the
second. In other words, !,/hen the administrative, teaching
and clerical staff are committed to the administrative
application of microcomputers, the time and energy required

the first

to create the necessary software may be forthcoming.
Further cost items of a lesser nature have occurred in
the areas of training operating staff, slow access to data,

security as a result of sharing arrangements '
Ingeneralrintheveryearlystagestheactualcosts
116'lI7
are similar to those reported by the literatutt'

r16D.M. Richards, op"cit.,

p. t5-

l17o.c. Marsharr, "SchooI Administrator and the
Microcomputer"

,

oP.

cit- , P.

13.

and
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changes in the RoIe of the Educaticng!_a¿*l"lstr"to.
Winnipeg High Schools
Research Question #10 (Administrative

Roles)

was

stated as follows:
,'what implications has the microcomputer had for the
role of the educational administrator in Winnipeg high
schools

?"

Findings

only schools #1 and 4 of the schools surveyed have
developed the administrative use of microcomputers to any
extent, and in these two schools, as in several others,
computer operations have been the responsibility of
computer science teachers.

At the time of this study,

neither school had assessed the impact of the microcomputer
on the rore of administration, but both expected it to be
relativel-y small due to the early stage of devel-opment in
administrative microcomputer applications
WhiIe the levef of computer literacy
was difficult

.

to assess, it was interesting

in administrators
to note that

only in School-s #3 and 6 were the administrators directly
involved in the writing of programs.
Concfusion: Research Question #I0 (Administrative Roles)
In this early stage of development, microcomputer use
for administration by Winnipeg high schools does not appear
to have had any significant effects on the role of the
educational administrator.

't:,-=-::ìil
..iì

-100Comparison of the Literature

and the Field

The purpose of this section is to answer the major
research problem which was stated as follows:
,,The purpose of this study was to determine what variables

are involved in the administrative use of microcomputers in
winnipeg schools, and how these variables are being accounted
for in WinniPeg schools

-"

In this section the literature findings are compared
to the actual administrative use of microcomputers in WinniPeg
high schools by using the conceptua I framework and the five
investigation

areas as a guide.

Th is

comparison is summarized

in Table XIV which is an extension of Table VIII
l.

(page 96.)

Administrative Functions

As discussed in chapter TI, the microcomputer possesses
the potential to perform approximately B0U of the administrative
tasks in a school. While it may be impractical to utilize
the microcomputer for some of these functions, there is
evidence that its use for any of the ten most feasible
applications (see Table XI) would assist administrators
significantly.
From the previous section it

can be concluded that there

has been very limited use of the microcomputer for administration in lr,lanitoba schools. In addition, the few applications
implemented by the schools surveyed have been in a wide variety

of areas - many of which are not considered to be the most
(see Table XI). As a result, one
feasible by the literature
could conclude that administrative applications in winnipeg

ï
-IOI_
TAB],I] XIV
ComParrson

of the Literature

with the Field in Each Area

Issue

Literature

In Winnipeg

Administrative

-will perform B0Z of
administrative tasks
with large
-difficulty
data base or file
manipulation
-good for tedious or
repetitive tasks
-use 16-bit machine for
scheduling

-performing iinited
attendance, mark
reporting, class
Iists, etc
-no student scheduling
functions
-only one l6-bit

-most B-bit machines
have CPM operating

-many different

Functions

Software

system

-Ievel of BASIC should
be high (Powerful)
administrative
-little
software available
-users best to develoP
ov¡n software or PaY to
have it develoPed
Hardware

-choose one of the more
conmon makes
-minimum of 32K internal
memory

-floppy disc storage
for administrative use
-good qual. Printer of
30-I20 char. /sec Costs

Roles

devel-

opment

sYstems

with different levels
of BASIC
admin-very little
deveJ-oPed
software
or available

-mostly APPle, TRS-80'
and PET machines
with varietY of
internal memories
-some disc and tape
storage
-mostly Poor qualitY
printers

-time, resources, and
personnel must be
carefuIlY considered
-financial outlaY of
$10,000 or more can be

-mostlY small financial
outlaYs
-time and/or Personnel
shortage in manY schools
-limited resources often
results in sharing
with students

-microcomPuter use for
administration inevitable
-decisions must be made
by comPuter literate
administrators
-administrators will be
expected to be more
e f f ic ient/accountable

-administrators mostlY
computer illiterate
-too earlY in develoPment
to assess effect on
administrative role

expected

Administrative

machine

-very little

-L02-

schools reflect

and rather minimal implementation

a disjointed

effort.
to determine the reasons for
this early stage of development, it is obvious that the newness
However' an
of the area is a major contributing factor'
Although it is difficult

additionat and not so obvious cause may well be the relatively
high expectations demanded of inadequate hardware comnìon to
For example, 3 of the 5 microcomputing schools
interviewed did not possess the microcomputer hardware
necessary to support their expectations, and thus had achieved

some

users.

in the area of administrative use of the microcomputer. Conversely, the one school which had been
successful in developing useful administrative applications

very little

(School #1) possessed the necessary hardware reconmended by
1fB, and devetoped severar of the applications
the riteratu."
119'

considered to be the most feasi¡te
Although School #l utilized a limited conflict matrix
to assist in student scheduling, no winnipeg schools used the
microcomputer for complete student scheduj-ing functions
This fact could have been predicted since the literature

"

\^7as

quite specific on the unsuitability of the B-bit machine
for rarge data base and fire manipulation operatiorr=.120 rn
llB
r19
L20

D.M" Richards, op"cit.,
MECC,

L7"

Study, " oP. cit - ,

"Feasibi lity

G. Evans, Ioc. cit

p.

"

P

10"

---.::
ìì
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fact, the l6-bit minicomputer is recommended for student
scheduling operations . LzI
It is clear that the same constraints cited by the
literature have influenced Winnipeg schools and have
severely restricted the development of the administrative
functions of microcomputers.
2. Software
As discussed in Chapter II, software is of two types
operating and aPP1ication.
a) operating software. This area consists of both the
operating system and the computer language(s).
Discussion of operating systems by the literature
focused on the existence of the CPM system contained in
the majority of brands of 8-bit microcomputer on todayrs
*u.rk.t.122 Although most personnel interviewed in Winnipeg
schools were not aware of the specific operating system used
by their microcomputer, it is interesting to note that only

school #I utilized a machine run by the cPM operating

LLr
123
The literature referred to the possibility of
two CPM d.riven machines communicating if interfaced with
L24an auxiliary system called Turbodos , '- but such operations
system.

are clearly not for V{innipeg high schools since CPM hard\^¡are appears to be the exception and not the rule. In
fact, winnipeg high school users expressed interest not in

t"roiu .

122

rbid "

L23
---D.M.
Richards, op.cit., p.

16,

l-24 G. Evans, loc.cit.

:y,I1r'..S]--Ï[

ìr..

.ì

-r04communicating with each other, but in communicating with a
main-frame (Schools #3 and 6). The nature of the required

interface for this operation v¡as not known at the time of the
interviews.
In general, Winnipeg high schools had' been satisfied
with the performance of the operating systems used by their
microcomputers

Concerning computer languages, the literature recommended

that microcomputers possess a full version of the BASIC
language that supports all or most of the features found
L25
in TabIe v. - winnipeg high school microcomputers employed
a wide range of levels and editions of the BASrc language,
but the power of their particular language had yet to be
determined by the users. In general, personnel were unaware
of the different levels of BASIC and had accepted the
Ianguage (s) purchased with the machine without attempting

i:i:::

to enhance or exPand them"
Intheareaofoperatingsoftware,itwouldappearthat
the microcomputers purchased by winnipeg high schools possess
operating systems and computer languages capable of meeting
their needs.
b) Applic'at'ion software. As previously noted by the
literature, there exists an enormous void in the area of
]-26
purPoses'
for
administrative
software
commercially available
This facÈ, combined with the low priority given to this area
t"

ii:,:

r "l4icrocomputer Report", oP.cit-, PL26 "ua"
K. Birlinqs, oP.cit. , p. L02,

77"

i
:
:

r_ru
I
.)

-r05by Winnipeg hiqh schools, has resulLed in the only administ-

rative software in Winnipeg schools being produced by school
staff and/or students. For example, in Schoo1 #1 which has
developed three administrative applications of the microcomputer, students r.Jrote one program and staff wrote the
other two. While I was unable to see any software when I
visited the school, it was clear that a great time
expenditure had been necessary to develop each application.
The literature had predicted. these large blocks of ti*"127,
and had also reported that the resulting software is often
of poor quality and documentation."t ,n" latter possibility
was not investigated by this author as software was unavailable for inspection.
In any case, it would seem that the findings from the
literature in the area of administrative software are
generally reflected. in the experiences of Winnipeg high schools.
3. Hârdware
Most of the microcomputers found in Winnipeg schools are,
as the literature suggests, the more common brands l-29 possessing internal memories of gZx]?0 or more, and employing floppy
disc units for external storage. I31 It is interesting to note
I27

D.G. Marshall, "School Administrators and the
Microcomputer", op.cit., p. 13"

- K. Billings, op.cit., p. 101
"
L29
G. Ropes and H. Gaylord, op.cit., p. I04"
130
MECC, "Feasibility Study " i op. cit., p. 2 .
131
D.M. Richards, op.cit., p. L7"
T2B

'I
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that two of the exceptions, School #2 \rith a l6K machine
and School #5 with an unconmon brand, have not been successful
in developing any administrative apprications for their
microcomputers.

similarly, the most successfur microcomputing school
(ignoring schoor #4's minicomputer) was school #l which also
possessed a high quality rine printer capabre of 30 r2o
characters per second as recoflrmend.ed by the riteratur". tt'
school #5 arso owned a high quality printer, but had incurred
technicar problems with its microcomputer (an uncommon brand).
As wel-r, schoor #4 utilized a very fast high quarity printer,
but is excluded from this discussion due to its minicomputer.
It is clear that the literature reconmendations in the
area of microcomputer hardware have held true for the winnipeg
schools.

4. Costs
As discussed earlier, the literature describes the costs
of microcomputer use in three areas: time, resources, and
personnel.

a) Time. The time consumption costs described by the
literature basically involve activities of three types:
researching and preparing for. microcomputer operations in
administration133 ; writinq the required softwarer34 ; and
l-32

"Feasibitity Stud.y", op.cit. , p. I0"
P.P. McGrawr op.cit., p. '7"
134
D.G. Marshall, "School Administrator and the l4icrocomputer" , op.cit., p. 13,
133

MECC,
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waitinq for the microcomputer to generate the required
output 135 At first glance one might surmise that these
costs of microcomputer use have yet to be experienced by
Winnipeg high schools due to their early stage of development.
However, upon closer inspection it can be seen that all three
cost areas have presented severe limitations to the development of administrative applications in these schools.
In the first case of researching and preparing for
administrative microcomputer applications, it is obvious
when one compares the actual V'Iinnipeg uses to those recommended
{Table XI) that this field has not been properly researched
by'Winnipeg high schools. rn fact, the interview results
indicate the existence of many dreams (Table XIII), but few
plans of action.
The second area referred to by the literature concerned
the t'ime required to write the necessary sof tware. This
concern has certainly been restrictive in Schools #2, 3, 5
and 6 in Winnipeg schools (see Table XIII).
Similarly, Schools #1 and 3 have experienced slow data
(Tabte XIII) as suggested in the third
access difficulties
time constraint cited by the literature.
In conclusion, it can be stated that the same time
consumption costs referred to in the literature have been
experienced to a significant degree by Winnipeg high schools.
r35

MEcc

, "Feasibi lity study "', op . cit . ,

p

.

9.

-r08b) Resources. The literature

recommends that potential

administrative users purchase microcomputers which allow
for expa.,=io.r 139 and which v¡ould cost approximately
$5000 as an initial expenditure. While none of the interviewed personnel voiced concern regarding a shortfall of
funds, it is true that Schools #1 and 5 had purchased
microcomputer systems suitable for administrative use ' and
that School #l had been the most successful of the Winnipeg
microcomputing schools. Schools #4 and 6 had experienced
difficulties due to shared student-administrative use of
one machine (Table XITI). Both of these observations suggest
that microcomputer use for administration in Winnipeg schools
woul-d be greatly enhanced by a larger commitment of financial
resources

"

c) Personnel. Concerns reported in the literature
regarding personnel costs centred around the availabilLty/
interest of qualified. statr 131 and. the Ievel of computer
literacy in administt.tor=.138
On the first point, it is clear that Schools #2 , 3, 5
and 6 have experienced problems with software production
by existing staff (rab1e XIII). In this respect, the Winnipeg
schools again reflect the literature findings
"

r36

P. Stark, op.cit., p. 117.
I37o.e. Marshatl, "Purchasing a Microcomputer system",
op.cit. , p. 15.
138
---Univ" of Oregonr op.cit., p. VI.A.2,

-I09However, the second concern_ regarding the level of
computer literacy of administrators was not reported by or

evident in winnipeg schoors when interviews were conducted.
This is not to say that Winnipeg administrators are considered

to be computer literate, but rather that their level of
Ï-teracy was not identified as a probrem by the interviewed
personnel.

5. Administrative Roles
As previously discussed (Chapter II), the literature
identifies a number of areas of concerns for the school
administrator's role in the context of the advent of the
microcomputer.l39 since alr of these concerns invorve r^¡ays
in which the microcomputer wiIl influence society and/or
the school administrator, it is logical to assume that very
little will have occured in an area where the administrative
use of microcomputers had barely begun. In fact, this was
found to be the case in the Winnipeg high schools visited.
fn this chapter, the data has been presented and
analyzed in order to answer the research question that
guided this investigation"
In the next and final chapter some conclusions and
recommendations regarding administrative use of microcomputers
in Manitoba schools are proposed.

139

D.G. Marshall, "SchooJ- Administrator and the

Microcomputer" ; op.cit. , P. 4.

CHAPTER V
SU},I¡4ARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this chapter is to present (1) a sunmary

of the study and its findings , (2) some conclusions based
the findings, (3) recommendations for future action, and
(4) suggestions for further study.

upon

Summary

Study, Purpose, Focus and Problem
Statements

Purpose. The major purpose of this study was to determine
what variables were involved. in the administrative use of
microcomputers in schools, and how these variables were being
accounted for in Winnipeg schools.
Focus of the study. The particular focus of this study was
a consideration of the variables involved in the administrative
use of microcomputers as reported by the literature and
The literature findings were used
experienced by the field.
to develop a conceptual framework which was then compared to
the research findings in order to arrive at a state of the
art analysis of the Winnipeg situation.
The problem statement of the study suggested ten (f0)
research questions two in each of the following five
investigation areas: (t) administrative functions; (2) soft$¡arer (3) hardwaret (4) costs; and (5) administrative rolesThe first research question. in each area was concerned with
-110
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_IIIthe second' was
the literature findings (Chapter Ir) ' while
in winnipeg high
concerned with the state of development
schools(ChapterIV).Thefollowingtenresearchquestions
r,ùere used f or the sLudY:
Applications

administrative applications of the microcomputer
are suggested in the Iiterature by the authorities?
used
2. To what extent is the microcomputer being
for administrative purposes in winnipeg schools?
l.

What

Software

is
3. (a) What operating and application software
by the literavailable, and. which of these are reconrmended
ature?

(b)Whatsourcesofsoftwareexistfortheprospective
user in ¡(anitoba?
fot administrative
4. l{hat software is being used
functions by WinniPeg schools?
Hardware

5.

ITIhat

are the options in mícrocomputer hardware

availableforadministratíveuseinschools,andwhichof
these are reconmend'ed by the literature?
6. What hardware is being used and recommend'ed

by

Winnipegschoolsusingthemicrocomputerforadministrative
purposes?
Costs
7

personnel
. what is the cost in time, resources, and

bythoseschoolsusingcomputerbasedadministrativeservices?
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B. What costs in terms of time, resources and
personnel have been borne by Winnipeg schools using the
microcomputer for administration?
Administrative Roles
9. What irnplications will the advent of the microcomputer have upon the role of educational administrators?
10. What implications has the microcomputer had for
the role of the educational administrator in Winnipeg high
schools?

Study Respondents
The respondents for the purposes of this study consisted

of the principals of 46 Winnipeg high schools as found in the
Manitoba Telephone System Yellow Pages Directory, 1980-8I.
Instrument Development
The answers to the first

research questions in each of

the five investigated areas provided a basis for the construction of the Interview Schedule (Appendix D). The Interview
Schedule was used as a guide for the interviews with personnel
i.nvolved in microcomputer administrative applications in
Winnipeg high schools.
Data Collection
Initially, data v¡ere obtained by mailing individual
questi.onnaires (Appendix C) to principals of 46 Winnipeg
high schools. Completed questionnaires were received from
forty-one (89S) of the schools surveyed.
From these results, six schools were identified as using

-rl3the microcomputer for administration.

Personal interviews

with personnel involved followed'
Two personal interviews were also held with experts
in the field.
Data Treatment

Results of the questionnaire on microcomputer use \'Iere
collated and used to guide further research'
Results of the personal interviews held in schools $tere
summarized and reported

by individual school and subsequently

contributed to the general observations and recommendations
of this studY.

of Research Findings
The nature of the research questions suggested two major
study tasks. The first task was prescribed by the first
research question in each investigation area and involved
describing the current theoretical state of the art as
derived from the literature review. This information was
presented in detail in chapter II. The second research question
in each investigation area prescribed the tasks of describing
and examining the winnipeg high school situation as it was
found to exist. This information is presented in detail in

Summarv

chapter IV. The following is a summary of the observations
with regards to each investigative area'
Applications
The extent to which microcomputers can be used administratively is yet to be determined. while microcomputers may

-lI4=
be expected to perform approximately 803 of the required
administrative tasks, problems do arise when large data base

or file manipulation operations are considered. Even with
these limitations, the microcomputer can still be very
effective when used for a large number of items and for the
performance of tedious or repetitive tasks.

for administration at the present time in winnipeg high schools. In
addition, many of the administrative applications which did
exist in these schools !{ere not deemed most feasible by the
Microcomputers are being used very little

Iiterature.
clearly, Winnipeg high schools are in the very early
stages of development in the administrative application of
microcomputers.
Software

l"lost brands of B-bit microcompuLers employ the

CPl"l

operating system which, when interfaced with a Turbodos
system, allows them to communicate with others. AIl
microcomputers employ some version of the BASIC computer
Ianguage, but the power of each version varies from machine

to

machine.

Since proven administrative software is not yet available, most writers suggest that users develop their own

software, or pay to have it developed.
The timited administrative software being used in
winnipeg high schools has been developed localty by the

-115-

individual schools.
Hardware

A microcomputer should be one of the more common makes

(a) a minimum of 32K memory; (2)
external storage in the form of floppy disc; and (3) a
qaulity line printer (30 L20 characters per second).
and be supported by:

qood

Microcomputers being used in Winnipeg high schools vary

from the smaller "hobby" type system (16K internal memory) to

the powerful minicomputer (96K internal memory). Printers
and external storage devices show similar variations.
Schools successfully using the microcomputer for ad.ministration
reco¡nmend a minimum of 32K internal memory, bank or disc external
memory, and a good quality line printer.
Cos;ts

time, resource, and personnel costs must be
carefully appraised by knowledgeable personnel at the outset
of computer operations. Whether potential users are considering
financial or human resources, they must critically and realistically weigh the sum total of input necessary against the
output expected.
Difficulties experienced by Winnipeg schools in developing
the microcomputer for administrative use have centred around
the lack of both available software and necessary personnel.
Administrative Roles
The role of the educational administrator will experience
significant change as a result of the advent of the microcomputer. In particular, the microcomputer will be expected to
Expect.ed
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functions leaving the administrator more available for the educational leadership role.
As a result, administrators will be held more accountable
assume some

plant

management

than ever before.

In this early stage of development, the very limited
microcomputer use in Winnipeg high schools has not appreciably
affected the role of the educational administrator.
Conclusions
The review of the related literature

on administrative

uses of microcomputers and the situation found to exist in
Winnipeg high schools provided the basis for the following

conclusions:

1. The great potential which exists for the administrative use of the microcomputer has not been developed
significantly by Winnipeg high schools '
2. Operating software available to microcomputer
users is varied but adequate-

3. Since administrative software up to the time this
study was conducted has been commercially available to only
a limited extent, winnipeg high schools have attempted to
develop their own - with very limited success'

4.Ingeneral,Winnipeghighschoolshavenotacquired
the necessary microcomputer hardware to facilitate administrative applications.
5. WhiIe the costs of microcomputer based administrative
services may be high, up to this point expenditures by

-r-I7
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Winnipeg high schools in this area have been relatively

limited.
6.

The role of the Winnipeg administrator has yet to be

affected by the microcomputer.
Recommendations

The literature review combined with the existing Winnipeg

situation led to the following recommendations pertaining
to the use of microcomputers for administration by Manitoba
schools.

1. The Manitoba Department of Education, Computer Services
Branch, should provide leadership in the development of
administrative software. Such initiatives could include:
a) Cooperating with local school boards to appoint
sufficient consultants/coordinators to assist schools in aII
aspects of microcomputer literacy and. applications.
b) Contracting for the development of microcomputer
administrative software packages.
c) Evaluation and documentation of commercially available administrative software packages.
d) Keeping the community informed of ad.vances in administrative software.
2. AIl parties involved in computer or microcomputer
operations at the school level should make a strong effort
to establish and maintain lines of comrnunication with each
other, and to share their experiences and expertise3. The Manitoba Department of Education should undertake

_IIB_
and distribute an evaluation of B and 16 bit micro-hardware

currently available, along with current price information
and possible bulk purchase price.
4. Schools considering administrative use of the
microcomputer should be encouraged to purchase 16-bit
machines.

5. Schools which are considering the microcomputer for
administrative use should undertake a thorough needs assessment before purchasing the necessary hardware. Instruments
and personnel to assist in this assessment should be available from the l,lanitoba Department of Education and the
Faculties of Education at the Universities.
6. The Itlanitoba Department of Education should initiate
studies in the area of micro-mainframe interfacing and its
feasibility for administrative applications.
Suggestions For Further Study

Results of this study indicate a need for further
research in the following areas:

I. Needs assessment for computer based administrative
services in Manitoba.
2. Technical feasibility studies of microcomputer use
for school administration.
3. Irticrocomputer hardware and sof tware evaluation and
pricing information.
4. Study of the comparative potentials of the B and 16
bit microcomputers.
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5. In-service methods and techniques for arriving
at various levels of computer literacy.

APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY OF COMPUTER TERMS

A-t
into digital information (discrcte) for
computer. lt also converts digital
by
the
processing
rnusical tone,

A Selected
Glossary of Terms

ììl

Usef ul tn Dealing

with Computers

information to analog
ALGORITHM

An orderly step'by'stcP procedure, like a recipe, that
consists of a list ol ìnstructions for accomplishing a
desired result, or for solving a problem. Usually expressed in mathematical terms. ln computer program'

lno

ming, an algorithm is exprcssed as ¿ ftowchort-

Charles H. Douglas and

John S. Edwards

This glossary atternpts to explain terms with which
to be familiar in order to function
successfully in the microcomputer environmentThe terms have been selected from advertisements,
catalogs, microcomputer manuals, dictionaries,
textbooks, and conversations with persons who
work with microcomputers. We have tried to
interpret the definitions in non-technical language.
ln those cases where this was not possible, technic¡.| terms used in definitions were included as
entr¡es in the glossary. These terms art: italicized in
the text of the definitions. We have also included a
cross-reference category to refer the reader to
terms which are closely related to the entry term.
Hopefully this glossary will provide a launch pad
from which you may pursue knowledge and use of
microcomputers to the extent of your needs.

one needs

GLOSSARY
ACCESS

ACOUSTIC COUPLER
A device attached to a computer terminal to transmit
and receive audio tones via telephon': lines. A type of
modem.

label (name or number) that designaæs a location

wtrere information is stored in a memory device.

A/D INTERFACE
A/D {Analog/Digiul) A circuit which changes an input
voluge fluctuation (continuous), such as results from a

H.

Douglas

is Associate Professor of Music,

and

fohn S. Edwards is Coordinator, lnstructional Computing
Scrvices, both at the University of Georgia, Athens,
Gcorgia.
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The internal, preset arrangemcnt or organization of

a

computer which determines how the computer operates.
The interconnections of registers, logic units, control
logic, etc. That which makes one microprocessor differ'
ent from another.
ASCII

"Ask'ee." American Standard Code for
/nformation /nterchange. Einory nuntber codes for
Pronounced

letters, numbers, symbols, and special characters that

have been accePted as snndard by the computer
industry. This sundard specifies rvhich number will
stand for each character. All personol computers use this
st¿ndard. SEE: BAUDOT COD€, BCD CODE.

ASS€MBLER
A program which converts English commands or expressions, usually in mnemonics, into machine language in
binory form for processing by the computer. Assembler

ASSEMBLY LANGUAG€
A computer longuoge that uscs mnemonic nàmes to
sund for one or more mochine longuoge instruct¡ons'
Assembly language is similar to "shorthand," used to
avoid the tedious use of long strings of zeros and ones
found in machine language. The advantage of using
assembly language instead of a high'level long:toge, such

as

BASIC,

is

speed

of

language is usually easier

execution, but a high'level
for a human being to under'

sund.

AÐDRESS

Cl¡arlcs

ALPHANUMERIC
A set of symbols. Can oe letters (A-Z) andlor numerals
(G9), and/or special punctuat¡on, mathematical, or
grophic symbols

language and øssembly longuoge are synonymous.

Tii'IE

The interval of time betwecn the calling for information
from a storoge oddress and the delivery of that informa'
tion. ln general, tupe has a longer access time than drsc
(or disk, as it is sometimes spelled).

A

--

AUXr LrARY M€MORY (STORAGE)
Storage available in a computer, in addition to its own
memory banks; itcan be either disc or røpe. SEE: MASS
STORAGE.
BASIC

An acronym for Seginners All Purpose Symbolic /nstruc'
tion Code. A hìgh'level conservational, interpretive,
programming language in wide use. Always written in

capital let{crs, BASIC was invented by Kemeny and
Kurtz at Dartmouth College in 1963. lt pcrmits the use
of simple €nglish words and common mathcmat¡cal

Educational Technolog¡ , 7g?g, pp.56-66.
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symbols to pcrform thc nccessary arithmetic and logical
operations to solve Problems.

BPS

Bi:-sPer Sccond. SEE: BAUD.

BRANCH

BASIC.IN.ROM

This term indicates that the programming language
BASTC has bcen stored in ROM Memory.

BATCH PROCESSIÑG

A method of processing information in logical groups'

A place in a progrom where a choice is made to depart
from the normal sequence of program instructions' The
departure is made by a "branching instruction" in the
prågttt. A branching instruction may be one of two
iypãtt conditional or unconditional' ln EASIC' an
cxample of the first type is: lF . . . THEN; of the second
rype is: GO TO.

EAUD

A rate of information flow. Given in bits per second
(bps), t¡e rate is the highest number of signal elements
iuitt) t¡"t a device is capable of transferring in one

second between two devices. Alphabetic characters, for
example, being transfcrred at 300 baud corresponds to
about 30 characters pcr second. Common baud rates are
I 10, I 50, 300, 600, and 1,200 bPs.
EAUDOT CODE
An obsolete processing codc which uses five separate ôifs
[o represent a given character. SEE: ASC|l, BCD CODE'
BCD CODE

Binary Coded Decimal- Acode which uses five bits Íor
each character. SEE: ASC|l, BAUDOT CODE'

BUFFER
A space

in a computer

system where information is
used to store small sections
Usually
temporarily stored.
process.
For example, dau may
a
transfer
during
data
of
be reod from a tape cassette in small units, placed in a

buffer, then transferred to moin memory when the

compurcr is ready to process the dat¿
BUFFERED I/O

lnput/Output operations using a buffer to increase
speed. Because of the slowness of llO devices, information is held in the buffer until enough has accumulated
to make it worthwhile for the exremely fast CPU to acr'
SEE: BUFFER.

BLJG

BELT PRINTER

A printer which uses a steel belt w¡th character
impressions; the belt rotal¡ng at high speed' When a
desired character is in the correct position, it is struck
from bchind with a stationary "hammer," thus imprint'
ing the character on the paper. The belt prinær forms

An error in programming which causes faulty outputs'
May also mean a hordwore malfunction or desígn error
either in lhe computer or in is peripherols SEE:
DEBUG.

a

,olid .htr..ter. SEE: DAISY WHEEL PRINTER, INK
JET PRINTER, MATRIX PRINTER.'

BULK STORAGE
Synonymous with rnøss storoge.
BUS

EINARYCODE
Code using only zero and one to represent data' SEE:
ASCII, BAUDOT CODE, ECDCODE.

BINARY SYSTEM

number system based on the number 2, iust as the
decimal system is based on the number 10' The binary
syst€m is represented by the digits 0 and l, and each
piace in a number represents a power of 2 SE€:
HE XAÐ€C| MA L SYSTEtvl, OCTAL SYST€M'

A

8tT

Binary Digit. The smallcst unit of digital information' lt
has only two states: zero and one. A bit can be thought

of as represent¡ng: a

ycs/no choice, a distinction
a circuit is on or off'

between true and false, or whether

BOOTSTRAP
A short sequence of inslructions which, whcn executed

the computer, will automatically allow another
longer program to be loaded from an inputperipherol to
the programm able memory of the CPU'

by

A physical connect¡on of parallel wires providing a
communication line along which data can be sent'
Usually shared by several parts of the computer' An
S-100 Bus hæ 100 lines. ln a unidirectional bus syst€m,
signals from one or more sources, activatcd one at a
time, drive a common load or loads. A bidirectional bus
system lets signals go either way on the bus, again
activated only one at a t¡me. Most microProcessor data
i..uses

are bidirectional.

BYTE
The basic unit of information ¡n a computer' Commonly
consists of a sequence of eight binary óirs, usually

handled as a uniL One byte usually rePresents one
character. SEE: BINARY SYSTEM, WORD'

CASSETTE RECORDER

device for preserving internally-stored information'
Because most computers lose the information stored in
them when they are turned off, a means of keeping the
information is necessary. Bìnory information is stored on

A

a

first converting it to audio signals and
on the tepe. This method of storage is

cassette tope by

recording

ii

slowcr than dr3cs. S€E: M€MORY.
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CHARACTER
Singlc itcms that can bc arranged in groups to sund for
infórmation. There are two forms: (l)numbers, letters,
graphic symbols, etc., that can be understood by human
beings, anO (Z) groups of binory digits that can be
understood by the computer. A character is usually
represented bY one bYte.

CHARACTER CHECKING
A procedure for examining each individual character or
group of characters to check for accuracy and consisten'
cY.

CHARACTER SET

Refers to the characters available ro dcomputer, printer,
or terminol, Some devices have only uPPer case letters

plus numbers and a few special characters such as
punctuation, #, 1, etc. Others have upper and lower case
letters, numbers, and many special characters which may
be combined to form designs. SEE: CHARACTER'
GRAPHICS.

CHIP

The heart of a microcomputer, a piece of silicon smaller
than one's fingernail on which thousands of electronic

clements are implanted. Called

a microprocessor, it

contains all the circuits one needs to carry out the many
computer opefat¡ons.
CLOCK

device, inside the computer, that times events and
keeps them coordinated. lt also controls the rate at
which information is processed, a rate sometimcs mea'
sured in nanoseconds or iiffys (l /60 of a second).

A

CODE

The relationship between bits and a set of choroc'ten'
Microcomputers deal only with bits when executing a

progrom. Therefore, lett€rs, numbers, and other human
undlrstandable characters must be translated into bits'
Each characær has a bit code representation' The most
commonly used code is that known as ASCII' Code is
somet¡mes used as a synonym for program' For example: one may say that a programmer geneÍates code'
SEE: BAUDOT CODE, BCDCODE'

CODE LEVEL

of

CODE.
CODING
Preparing a set of computer instructions'

COMMAND

aspects in order to communicate.

COMPILER
A program built into the system that lets the computer
translate instructions written in a high-level longuoge'
understood by a human being into ¿ mochine-reodoble

(obiect) program, meaningful

to

the computer' SEE:

ASSEMBLER, INTERPRETER.
COMPILER LANGUAGE
A computer language more easily understood by a
human being than an assembly language' Compiler
language instructs a compiler to translate a source
longuoge into a mochine longuage' SEE: ASSEMBLER,
COMPI LER, INTE RPRETER.

COMPUTER
A device that receives and then follows instruct¡ons lo
manipulate information. The set of instructions and the

information on which the ¡nstruct¡ons operate are
usually varied from one moment to another' lf the
instructions cannot be changed, the device ís not a
computer. The difference between a computer and a
programmable calculator is that the computer can
ma'iiputate lext ond numbers; the calculator can manipulate only numbers. SEE: MICROPR'OCESSOR'

COMPUTER LANGUAGE
A language uscd to communicate with a computer' All
.o*pJt.i language instructions must be translated by a
program in tñe Lomputer into the machine's ¡nternal
itnf,r.g. in order for the instruction to be implemented'
sEË: ÀssEr*lBLER, coMPl LER' LANGUAGE'
CONSOL€
The operating port¡on of a unit'SEE: HAR'DWARE'
CONTROL PANEL

bits used to represent a part¡cular
character. S€€: ASC|l, BAUDOT CODE, BCD CODE,

The number

COMPATIEILITY
There are two types of compatibility" progrom and
hordwore. Program compatibility refers to the ability to
run programs on a variety of computers without
changing the program longuoge. Hardware compatibility
t.tnt ih.t various components (pr¡nters, discs, key'
boards, etc.) may be connected directly without inter'
vening electronic devices and that all components use
the sãme boud rate, word length, and other technical

An instruction given to the system through

input

^n
device or peripherol. lt is executed as soon as it has been
received. S€E: PROGRAM.
COMPACTION
Packing information to make more space in the memory'

Type of tlO device which allows the uær to communi'
cate and reod computer memory in binory form using
switches on the front panel. SEE: HARDWARE'

CONTROL UNIT
Portion of a computer which directs the operation of the
computer, interprets computer instruct¡ons, and initiaæs
the proper signals to the other computer circuits to
execute instructions. SE€: HARDWAR€'
COURSEWARE

A combination of content, instructional design, and the
software which causes a computer to implement inslruc'
tions. SEE: FIRMWAR'E, SOFTWARE'

--il
ii
.:
l
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DIGIT

,,ùPS
l.,..1'i...¡

Either a ¿ero or one in the binory number system'

Cyctes Per Second.

s

!:cPu

:iìri Central Processing Unit. The heart of the computer'
:.:: controlling what the computer does' lt includes three
,1. m.in ,"ct'¡ontt arithmetic, control, and logic elements' lt
'..', performs computations and directs functions of the

tttttt'
ì...-,,

,...'.CNOSE¡SSEMBLER
run on the computer to "translate" instructions

,,,- progrt.

l¡ìì., into a form suiuble for running on another computer'

iì].

SEE: ASSEMBLER.

ìcer

Acronvm for Cathode Ray fube' Similar in appearance

scr.een- lnformation in the form of
,,.. characters and grophic designs may be displayed on
.:.''. CRTs at the rate of 9,600 characters per second' A CRT
l,'' terminal usually comes with a keyboord for entering
tt information into the computer. SEE: VIDEO DISPLAY

to a ielevision

Movable indicator on CRT to indicate a specific character or space that is being displayed' The cursor lets the
user know where the next character to be typed will

..-

DTRECT MEMORY ACCESS (DMA)

moving dau from the micro'
device
such as a dìsc' DMA is
processor ¡o a storoge
of a progrom' Not all
direction
the
at
accomplished

A

technique

for rapidly

Drsc (DlsK)
A record-like magnetic'coated piece of material that can
store programs, data, or tables of information' The
process is similar to storing musical information on a
magnetic !ape. Commonly found are floppy and hord
disã systems' SEE: HARDWARE, TRACK'

.'
::i,

A written description of a piece of softwore or hordwore'
It can also be used as a verb which is the process of
producing such a descriPtion'

DOS

aPPear.

which
Disc Operating System. A collection of progroms

i..:.CYLINDER

-fhe trocks in

a dr3c'storage system that can be recalled
to move the access device'
having
without

are the op.r"ting system (OS) for a disc drive' SEE:
DISC, TRACK.

DOT MATRIX
DAC

Digital tolnalogConverler. SE€: A/D INT€RFACE'

:: DntSV WH€EL PRINTER
¡: A printer which has a wheel mechanism' w¡th characters
.;., on the perimeter of the wheel' The wheel rot¿tes to
., place tlte appropriate character in print position' A
,,. l'hammer" strikes the character, forcing it against a

.l,:
ìr
'
i
:

ribbon, thereby forming an impression on the paper' The
daisy wheel printer has the repuution of great reliability, is relatively inexpensive, and forms a solid character
on the paper. S€E: BELT PRINT€R, INK JET PRlNl"
ER, MATRIX PRINTER.

I,
... DATA

'.

SYSTEM'

HEXADECIMAL SYSTEM, OCTAL SYSTEM.

DOCUMENT

.:

.

A/D INTERFACE, BINARY

uNtr.

.:,'cuRSOn

..

zeios. SEE:

microcomPuters Permit DMA'

,.'L

.ì

DIGITAL COMPUTER
CPIJ that op"r.r.r'àn specific data, performing arithrire'
tic operations. Most computers store information in
àigi,"i rott, that is, as discrete-uniï-:Y"h as ones and

The information given to

generating characters by converting the
ASCII code into a suitable group of dots arranged in a 5

A

method

of

x 7,7 x 9, or other suiuble patterned array' SEE:
PRINTER.

DRIVER

Small progrorn which controls peripherol devices and
their interfoce with the CPU.

DUMP

Copying all or part of a memory onto another medium
for
,o'råt.',"n the information yet clearing the memory
other activitY.

DUPLEX

or received from d comPuten

DYNAMIC MEMORY

G

DEBT
Process

of finding, locating, and correc[ing misUkes or
errors in a progrom that mighr "...,. orä'üËiï ä,
provide inaccurate iniormat¡on.-sEE:

Process of establishing twoway communication simul'
taneously between components of a computer'

BUG'

A type of

programmable memory which requires that

rn_..'.infor-itio-n on tiny capacirors inside ¡ntegrated

Ï'::i:';"1:rî:ii'å:ff:ii#i::'î:î:::""ïi'i;.fi:?
and faster than static memory'

DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINE

Test progrom used to. detect and. identify hordwore
malfunctions in the computer or its associated llO

equipmenL

EBCDIC

CODE

.:.

Eightôit code iystem: Extènded Binary Codd Dècimal

/nterchange Code.

þ,- 5
extremely fast- Unlike
method
"Ëîji::ior
scnder for vcrification'

Ë,"i3.l1tti
ì.'l!,

rror

in

con tror

Þ ,.."""ã,-in" disc alto-ws-thethrough
thtÏi;;;ì;hout.scarching
s,o to any area of
discs typically hold
intermediate informatron"?r"ppv
TRACK'
ZS6,OOO bYtes. SEE:.

which displays information

given

o o'oiirnäìì'g

in a progrom'
¡n¿¡t'å irtt ltqi"ntt of operations

L:-L allows changing modification, or
liä,, :å";; ;' ü,iiil_,::.,,j.'', o*,n "

å

"

i;;;T¡;.,-

SEE:

toËrtHÌ:

which can be

rEXr EDrroR'

"irr"it.*ingh..

t'i::rii:':i
phone is a

a controlled machine'

GIGO
"'Ëirurg.

sYstem' or Process'

applied

:ìì.-

change in

inro'tltloi tt"td

during data transmission'

rhe tele'
and reception simulÞneou'srv'
HALF
DuPLEX'
¿upi"Iäã"ìtt' sÈr'

r'rr

to

ti'oittt''
ätt

a

-

^ti,?:

t"iå''n
un

ãi...c.pt¡on
EXTERNAL sToRAG=Eh

dau'
Collection of related

are permanentlv

i

ch

.:i:' ï:ï î'i'

tt'i.-''ìii't!

ï:îl

inteloced

PRaM

the computer's
{RoM or

r'n¿tttn"t'i to thc hardware

SÉE: EPROM'

of information on a rotattng'

¿:tt

is.similar to

to distin'
printed on'PaPd, used

guish betwe€" tÍ:t¿åi:r¿Ë:Ëåî|tü¿"
image found on t

;;;;;t;
part of the
-RoM
ru"¿"'nt^lol
PRoM). Fitt*"t"i"'äittn-t contrasted Ío softwore'
;;;;' as
svstem's nor¿*orZ
operatlon'

t'*t'

n i n wh

"lSE'+îåLËLå -tlïü,iiËL prex.

"^S:f?:lnrormation

stored in

""i"'iîàttttanding'of
are lo-aded in

A dcvice for storing

o

Proceed.

FILENAME
that identify a file'
Numbcr/letter characters

DRIV€
FLOPPY DISC (DISK)

¡

that channer' ""'-i*ed

FI LE

rvhich is not

t

P-ræ's?,'-^and processor
to signal the
¿tui""
require-s-int
devices t"trictt
data--transfer' This
as each totttnä'?t""-i'i¡"g o'r t1ryinots to verify
can
operation i' pt'ro'ïJlv-'oa"i
and that operations

lnteraction

sYstem failure'

operation' Tht

.'

HANDSHAKING OPERATION

in the event of
protecting data against loss

memory to allow

¡

simuttaneouslY'

vr disc'
ldlÞ or
as tape
d)
-'--' sEE: MEM'RY'
Auxiliary storage sucn

*'tn

'

mrs information

shapes' and
that can be used to form'figures'to letters and
tool:þl

'

PROGRAM
EXECUTIVE CONTROL
àiìitlJ tt.ut]11|' priorities and

t'ILTåål

that

garbage our- lmplies
misinformatior. output'
¡he CPut"ii'l'utt'in

set'
forms on the CRT
nt*'" a 1t'ao\i1lorocrcralmost
numbers, totoutä'
form
ut totiin"d to
so arranged that th;;'iîti
R'
cH
lit"ä.titä ngure' sd€: ARAcTE

program'
,unning of a computer

t^if""itttr

in
recurs' usuallv measured

in,

oHJj:,:',

EXECUTE
-"irt.

Main sysrem ,ron,o"
'"progtams; also called
[o process "n¿ tont'-J-äthtr
monitor.

n' coM P I LE R

DUPLEX.

desired
actu-al response and

ERROR TRANSMISSION

uE

lon'
science'ori ented high'level

hertz Per second'

ty.fat.t

sre : RAM' RoM'

i-a'*Slår."ce in value between of
pt'"ät'ntt
.l::..l' responsc in tt't

r"r e

A

t-F"o,':itLich anvthing

;;'";

erasec

Tronslaror'

;",;;;:'sr;: ;iie

'EPROM ft:g::iii,i;,
Rolvl' A read-only memory
'mable
Etecrricallv,
etectrical siinat or by

.

blocks to
tt't'nique of using shaped

FLO*CHARTING

"ïiiål :: :iïit;#;1".Jïï::J1ffil:':::
, ;;,;;;"1
micro7rocessor àno

,ì,,

all
tte tupe'-.on .which to
user

information must

to
which message is returned

[o comPuter'

EDITOR

casse

a

pi"tt¡"
îh1:l
flexible, meull¡c'coat"ã
tan be stored and retrieved
f
45 rpm record' "fo'äJion

HARDWARE -'':

;Jåi'ii'Åi'

devices
electrical' and electronic
t

iiT':'ñï;:i'i
ffiiî:ii.
consisting of the
system,
"'1¡11r
goes inro a
that

centrol

processing

equ i pmen

"oïp*,
plus all peripherols'
unit

to'
t^åiyJÏ,iinterconnected and usuarlï
"
'l::"0"0
unalter'
rtgic is essentially
H"à*¡ttJ
purpose'
specifìc
is program'
àn tnt-other hand'
able; a mÙ'op'oc'soa

-I
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mable and may be adapted

to

INSTRUCTION SET
List of commands to which a given computer responds'

accommodate various

requircments.

lnstruction Sets may vary among computers' even
though those computers use the same programming

HEAD

language. SEE: PROGRAM.

That part of a recorder that does the actual impression
on the medium or reads that impression from a

INTELLIGENT TERMINAL
Terminol with built'in programmable intelligence en'
abling it to preprocess information andlot instructions
without the aid of a CPU.

prerecorded medium.

HEXADECIMAL SYSTEM
A number system involving 16 characters, using numbers
G9 and then letters A'F.
Dccimal:

INTERACTIVE
System capable of two-way communication with a user
during operation. A system is interactive if it responds to
the uier quickly-usually less than a second. All personol
compurcr systems are interactive.

0lrl2l3l4

Hcxadccim¿l: 0ll l2l3l
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HIGH.LEVEL LANGUAGE
A computer programming language using English'words,
decimaì arithmetic, and common algebraic expressions'
Each instruction represents a large number of computer
operations. SEE: ASSE-MBLER, BASIC, COMPILER,

INTERFACE

An electronic circuit used to connect one

FORTRAN.
HOLLERITH
Coding system which uses combinations of l2 positions
on a cird to represent characters. SEE: CODE'

tc

to another

in three sizes: SSf {Small Scale lntegrationless than 20 gates); MSl (Medium Scale lntegration
2G200 gates); and LSI (Large Scale lntegration-over
lCs come

200 gates). Microprocessors use LSI-

ROM.

INTERPRETER
A program used to translate languages at the time of
process¡ng. SEE: ASSEMBLER' COMPI LER'

uo
/nput/Output

of l/O

drive, and

d

JOB

rNK JET PRINTER
ln an ink iet printer, a high'speed stream of electrically
charged ink droplets are fired through a magnet¡c field'

Ti,eJ¡et¿ deflects the droplets to direct them to the
proper location on the paper- This type of Printer is
retaìivety expensive but extremely fast' SEE: BELT
PRINTER, DAISY WH€EL PR'INTER, MATRIX
PRINTER.

of

€xamples

That part

information in a computer system'
devices are: a keyboord, a floppy disc

Printer.

of a progrom defìned

as

a task for

the

computer, complete with all instructions, rout¡nes' dalÀ,
and oddresses.

KEYEOAP.D

A devicc for typing information into a computer' lt is
similar in design and function to a typewr¡ter keyboard'
The computei keyboard has several additional keys for
specific computer functions. 5E€: CRT, PRINTER'
TERMINAL.

INPUT

lnformation going into the computer or into a peripher'
al. The same data may be output from one part of the
computer and input to some other part of the computer'
Wher¡ using this word, specify what the data are input to
or output from.

K or KILO

Symbol or suffìx for 1,000. ln dealing w¡th computers, I
K is used to mean 1,024. A comput€r with 32 K bytes of
memory means that it has 32 times 1,024 bytes of
memory.

LANGUAGE

wtrich a programmer can comrnunicate
more efficiently w¡th a computer where predetermined
commands will yield requested act¡ons. EASIC is one of
the most PoPular languages-

A format by

command' which will cause

A set of óirs, or a
computer to perform ccrtain prescribcd opcrat¡ons'
S€€: PROGRAM.

electrical

INTERNAL STORAGE
Ir4emory system which is a Part of the comPuter, ds
opposed to external taPe or disc storage. SEE,: RAM,

/ntegrated Circuit. A plastic or ceramic body five cm
longl t*o cm wide, and three mm th¡ck with up to 40
leaJs extending from it. lnside the body is achip' The
body protects the chip, and the leads allow electrical
connect¡on of the chip to other components' The word
"chip" is not to be used torefer to the entire lC'

INSTRUCTION

electrical

or

mechanical device to
lt refers to the
units.
allow the flow of daÞ between
devices having
or
of
systems
interconnecting
matching or
different functions.

device

a

A-?

A

r

a

n 8,u a

8e

j' .. 1. T:l" j;îp,..'

and nine dots down' The 5
:

upper case letters and
lctters and o,t.,.

J:ïîïi,xiï.:Hfi

'*[ryj!p*+S¿+rîil*ibË

PRINTER, PRINTER.

roted circuîts
information' rn t

used in
routines that can be

FEED

'
The techn¡que ot
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signals. SEE:

A_B
MODULATOR
An ele<tronic devicc that allows a normal television set
to be used as the video dßploy unir. Frequently referred
to as RF Modularor.
MONlTOR
1. A video disploy unit which uses a cothode roy tube to
generate characrers. lt looks much like a normal TV set;
however, the monitor has a much higher degree of
resolution, which permits a clear formation of very small
characters on the screen. 2 A progrom which oversees
the operation of other programs.

oBJECT PROGRAM
The form of a program which can be understood by a
computer. The object program results from the transla-

tion of a human readable program, called source
progrom, into a mochine longuoge progrdm. An obiect
program appears as a series
PRETER.

OCTAL SYSTEM
Refers to a numbering system which has a base of eight
compared to the decimal system which has a base of ten.

Octal numbering is a compect means of representing
binory num&rs. The following illustration shows the

MOS CHIP

MOS is an acronym for metal oxide semiconductor. A
MOS chip is a chip in integrated circuit (tC) wtricn can
perform a vast number of electrical operatíons. A MOS
chip one-quarter of an inch square can perform operations equivalent to 6,000 discrete electronic devices. A
chip this size has the power and ability of a room-sízed
computer of a few years ago. SEE: lC.
MOTHER BOARD
A cord in a microcomputcr with connections for various
components and which is connected to the microprocessor. lt forms the inrcrfoce or connecting link between
memory and peripherol devices.

relationship between ocral and decimal numbers:
Decimal:
Octal:

0 l 234 56 7 I 9
0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 't0 11

Octal numbers are idenrified by a subscript
I

I

(decimal) =

t0
12

ll¡6 = l3g
l3 (Octal)

SEE: CODE, HEXADECIMAL.
OFF-LINE
Refers to dau which are stored on devices not ¡mmediately accessible to the computer. Dau stored on
magnetic tope, punched cords, or paper tope must be
oaded into on-line srorage ro be available to the

MSI

f

An abbreviation for ll4edium Scale /ntegrarion. Refers to
the quantity of circuit components, such as transistors,
formed on a single circuir. SE€: lC.
MULTI.PROCESSING

Refers to more than one microprocessor execu ting
different progroms simultaneously. A computer system
may contain more than one microprocessor, thus multiprocessing may occur within that system.

com pu ter.

ON.LINE
Refers to the location of data on storage devices which
are immediately accessible to the computer. Usually
on.linc data are stored on discs, in RAM, or in ROlll.

Data which is off-line musr be loaded into on-line

storage for use.

oPERAT|NG SYSTEM (OS)

A set of programs that are resident in a computer and
facilitate using rhe a¡tributes of the computer. An
operat¡ng system typically conrrols the l/O functions

MULTI.PROGRAMMING
A microcomputer can be multi-programmed if two or
more progroms are present in moin memory. Eecause the
.nicroprocessor operates so rapidly,
program is run simultaneously.

of numbers when printed or

displayed. SEE: ASSEMBLER, COMPILER, TNTER-

it

such as managing the keyboard. Adisc operating system
is referred ro as DOS.

appears that each

NANOSECOND
One nanosecond equals one thousandth of one millionth
of one second or I x lO-e seconds. This is the speed at

which many computers .get and execute instructions.
SEE: MICROSECONO.

OS

SEE: OPERATING SYSTEf,i.

ourpur
lnformation emanating from
CRT or printer. SE€: INPUT.

a display unit

such as

a

NOISE

to inaccurate data transm¡ssion. This causes
typographical errors inoutput. S€E: BUG, DEBLtG.

Refers

NON.VOLATILE MEMORY

A type of

memory which mainuins dat¿ without
requiring refresh. Tope and disc are two media of
non-volarile memory. Some typcs of ROlvî are also able

to hold dara and arc frequently referred to as stot¡c
memory. SEE: DYNAMIC fUElvloRy, VOLATILE
MEMORY.

PAPER TAPE
S€E: TAPE.

PARALLEL CONNECTION
An clectronic connector which allows rhemicrocompu!er to communicatc with peripherol devices þrinters,

kcyboards, e¡c.). A parallel connection transmirs data in

parallcl nrode, that is, all áits of information are scnt
simultaneously. lf the microcomputer is sending in
parallel mode then the peripheral device must receive in

A-9
parallel mode, and v¡ce versa. SEE: SERIAL CONNECTION.

PARALLEL DATA TRANSMISSION
Microcomputers handle data in groups of cight or
sometimes 16 bits. These groupings are called words.
Parallel transmission refcrs to passing words from one
component to another as an intact group. An eight-bit
word would be transmitted as eight simultaneous bits
along eight parallel wires. SEE: PARALLEL CONNECTION, SERIAL CONNECTION, UART.
PERIPHERAL DEVICE

A device, such as a printer, moss storoge unit, or
keyboord, which is an accessory to a microprocessor and
which transfers information to and from the microproc-

type

of

permanent

or stotic memory

made

of

an

integroted c¡rcu¡t which can be programmed after ir has
bcen manufactured. Programming a PROM consists of
þcrmanently recording data or instructions on thechips
which make up the PROM. SEE: EPROM, RAM, ROM.
RAM

An acronym for Random AccessMemory. Any memory
which can be written on or read from by aprogrom and

in which the memory locations can be accessed in a
random sequence. RAM can be erased and reprogrammed by the programmer as frequently as necessåry,
RAM size is expressed as a quantity of bytes such as
4K(4,0O0 bytes). RAM may bc expanded by adding
meñory chips or memory boords. SEE: EPROM, PROM,
ROM.

e550r.

PERSONAL COMPUTER
A microcomputer designed for use by an individual for

entertainment, instruction, and bookkecping chores.
PLOTTE R

A peripherol device which draws twodimensional shapes
on paper. Some plotters also use colors.
PORT

The rwo most common types of ports are R5232 and 20
mo (read twcnty millamps). These ports are frequenrly
refcrred to as l/O ports (inputlourpur ports) and are the
connections through which the computer communicates

rvith the outside world. Thus, ports are the "plugs"
which connect the computer to peripherol devices such
as keyboards and printers. SEE: PARALLEL CONNEC.
TION, SERIAL CONNECTION.
PRINT MECHANISMS
SEE: BELT PRINTER, DAISY IVHEEL PRINTER, INK
JET PRINTER, MATRIX PRINTER.
PRINTER

A peripherol device which a€cepts output data from the
microprocessor and prints characters on paper. printers
are defined as impoct or non-impoct depending on rhe
means by which a characrer is formed on the paper.
lmpact printers str¡ke the paper through a ribbon in a
manner similar to a typewriter. Non-impact printers
form characters by various means such as heat, electrical
charges, or spraying ink. SEE: BELT PRINTER, DAISy

WHEEL PRINTER, INK JET PRINTER, MATRIX
PRINTER.

PROGRAM
A series

of instructions to d compu¿er which cause the
compurer to solve a problem or perform a task. SEE:
ASSEMBLER, 8ASIC, COIúPILER, EXECUTIVE CON.
TROL PROGRAM, FORTRAN, INTERPRETER, LAN.

GUAGE, MACHINE LANGUAGE, ROUTINE, SUB.
ROUTINE.
PROM

An acronym for Programmable ßead Only Memory. A

RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY
SEE: RAM.
READ

The act of retrieving data from memory
input/output device.

or from

an

REFRESH

The process whereby volotile memory is constantly

charged with elcctrical currenL This kecps the bit
pattern of the memory in proper order thereby maintaining the dat¿ rvhich are stored. Without refresh, the
memory would lose electrical charge, consequently
losing the stored data. SEE: lllEMORY, RAM, ROM.
REGISTER

A

temporary storoge device locatcd

in

the microproc-

essor which can hold computer óiÍs or words.
RESPONSE TIME

The interval of time required for the microprocessor to
respond to an instruction or an input from a peripherol
such as the keyboord. ln an educational environment,
the time interval from rhe acrivarion of the keyboard to
a display on rhe CRT should be less than three seconds.
REVERSE DISPLAY

Attribute of a CRT rvhich permits characrers to be
displayed eithcr as rvhite on black background or black
on rvirite background. SEE: VIDEO DISPLAY UNIT.
RF MODULATOR
5EE: MODULATOR.
ROM

An acronym for Read Only Memory. lt is made of an
integroted c¡rcuit on which data or instuctions are

programmed at the t¡me of manufacture. lt cannot be
erascd or reprogrammed by computer operat¡ons. The
size of ROM is expressed as the quantity of bytes, for

example, l2K(12,000 bytes). SEE: EPROM,

PROM,

RAM, STORAGE CAPACITY.
ROUTINE
A series of instructions within

a

progrom which performs

A-1 0
a specif¡c subtask of the program. A routíne is usually
performed only once during the execut¡on of a program.
SEE: SUBROUTINE.

:R5232

:
.,
.
'

Ttre name of

a type of port

which permits ser¡ol

of data to a peripherol

device. The RS232
lnterface has been sundardized by the Electronics
lndustry Association and is found on m¿ny microcom-

tronsmissÌon

puterS.

Thus, a disc is said to have a storage capacity of 4O0KB
(400,000 bytes). This can be understood as 400,000
characters such as letters, numbers, spaces, etc. SEE:
MAIN MEMORY, MASS STORAGE, MEMORY.
STORAGE DEVICE

A

peripheral device which holds information.

STORE

This term refers to the process of placing data onto some
type of storoge device. Usually the data are to be kept
permanently; therefore, they are placed in a non-volotile
memory such as a tope, disc, or stotic memory ROM.
SEE: DYNAMIC MEMORY, VOLATILE MEMORY.

.RUN

largon for execute.
SCROLLING

A technique of displaying data on a CRT screen. Each
line of data appears fìrst at the bottom and moves

SUBROUTINE

upward as new lines are displayed. Eventually the line
disappears off the top of the screen.

subtask.

SERIAL CONNECTION
An input/output port which ¡llows seriol tronsmission of

data. ln this serial transmission mode, each bit of
information is sent individually. lf a peripherol devke
receives in serial mode, then the microcomputer must
send in serial mode, and vice versa. SEE: PARALLEL
CONNECTION, SERIAL DATA TRANSMISSION.

SERIAL DATA TRANSM ISSION
A meons for tronsmitting computer words by sending

åirs individually in sequence. Whereas in porollel doto

tronsmission, the bits are carried along parallel wires, in
serial transmission only one wire is used; therefore, bits
are sent and received singly. SEE: PARALLEL CON'
NECTION, PARALLEL DATA TRANSMISSION, SERIAL CONNECTION.
SOFTWARE

Refers to progroms and accompanying documentotion.
Software is stored on tope cassettes or discs when not
being used by the computer. The compuær reods lhe
software into its memory in order to use the programs.
SOURCE PROGRAM

A

program written

in a

language such as 8ASlC,
program must be
translated via acompiler, interpreter, or ossembler inlo a

FORTRAN,

or CO9OL. The source

machine longuoge obþct progrom. The language of a
source program is symbolic, that is, the inst'ructions are
represented by words or mnemonic devices which are
readily understood by humans.
STATIC MEMORY
A type of programmable memory which changes only
when an elcctrical charge is applied. lt is often found in
a MOS chip. lt does not require refresh operations as
does dynomic memory'. SEE: RAM, ROM.
STORAGE CAPACITY

ThiS

includes topes and dr'scs. SEE: WRITE.

The quantity of bytes ¿ storoge device can hold. lt is
usually expressed in kilobytes which is abbreviated KB.

A

portion

A

of

a progrorn which performs a specific
subroutine is usually called upon several

times during the execution of the program of which it is
a member. SEE: ROUTINE.

TAPE
There are two types of upes used with microcomputers:
(l) paper tape, and (2) magnetic tape. Each is a type of
storage device which is often used for moss storoge. Data

are stored on paper tape by punching holes into the
tape. A character is represented by a certain Pattern of
holes. n magnetic tape, patterns of electrical charges
represent characters. SEE: MEMO RY.

TERMINAL
A peripherol device which facilitates human communica'
tion with a computer. Usually it consisls of a keyboord
with alphabetic and numeric characters coupled with a
printing mechanism or a CRT. One enters information
via the keyboard; the computer responds via the printer
or CRT.

TEXT EDITOR
A system of progroms which facilitate editing' The
functions available usually consist of adding text, delet'
ing text, searching for specified text, paragraphing, and
page layout. SEE: EDITOR.
TRACK

Ihe area of a disc on which

magnetic pulses

are

recorded. These magnetic pulses are the electrical analog
of bits or the ¡nformation which is stored. A track is
analogous to a groove on a music recording. lnformation
is written onto a track and read off the track by means
of a magnetic head in the same way a torì€'arm "reads" a
musical recording. lnstead of a needle, the magnetic
head has metållic pads that create (write) or sense (read)
magnet¡c pulses. SEE: MEMORY, PERIPHERAL DEVICE, STORAGE CAPACITY.
UART

Acronym for Universal lsynchronous Receiver lransmitter. This dcvice convettsporallel data transmission to
serial doto transmission, and vice vcrsa. SEE: PARAL'
LEL CONNECTION, SERI AL CONNECTION.

-

l:ì.
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VDU
Abbrcviation for Video Display Unit.

VERTICAL SCROLLING
A method of displaying text on a video display unit
(VDU). ln the case where more text is stored than can
be displayed on a screen, the text is "scrolled," that is,
moved up or down on the screen. When scrolled up, the
text disappears off the top of the screen; when scrolled
downward, the text rolls off the bottom.
VIDEO DISPLAY UNIT
A component of a microcomputer system wtrich displays
the output on a screen similar to a TV screen. A
television monitor is a type of video display unit. SEE:
CRT (CATHODE RAY TUBE), MODULATOR.
VIDEO MONITOR
SEE: VIDEO DISPLAY UNIT

1

wtNDow
Refers to partitioning a computer display into indepen-

dcnt segments. A CRf screen may be divided into
scgments, one of which may cont¿in explanatory text,
another p¡ctures or othcr graphic symbols' and the third
segment reprcsenting questions pertaining to the text
and pictures. The fourth segment could present re'
sPonses to the student's answers to the quest¡ons. The
contents of each segment or window could be varied
independently of any other window.
WORD
A grouping of bits. Words may consist of eight bia or

l6

bits. Computers read, store, and manipulate data in

words rather than æ individual bits. SEE: WORD
LENGTH.
WORD LENGTH

The number of bits in a word. Most microcomputers
have a word length of eight bits, though a l6-bit word
fength is also available from some manufacturers. SEE:

VOLATILE MEMORY
A memory dcvice which does not retain information
after electrical power is lost. RAlvl is a type of volatile

memory. SEE: DYNAMIC MEMORY, REFRESH,
ROM.

WORD.

WRITE
The act of delivering information lo
astoroge mcdium. SEE: READ.

a

memory device or

D
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APPENDIX
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SEVEN OAKS DUTIES OF PRINCTPAIS

E-1

DUTIES OF PRINCIPALS

Core Fu¡ction
and rnaintaining
The PrinciPal shall' be responsible for establishing
conditions conducive to learning and teaching.

Details of Functions
A.

Educational Leader ship Functions

l.

Prograrn lrnPlementation

-shallcieateanenvironrnentthatisconduciveforthestaff
of
individually and collectively to Pursue the development
students'
of
progr"-, ih"t best rneet the interests and needs
- shall be responsible for initiating procedures for

Progrann

evaluation.

within
- shal} be responsible for coordinating the progralTì's
school into a total functionaÌ operation'
z-

S

the

taf f ing

-shallberesponsible,incooperationwiththeSuperintendents'
Departrnent,forthehiringandplacernentofpersonnelonthe
staff, and for recorruìû.r,ding disrnissal to the Superintendents'
DePartment'
in

s"aff
- shall evaluate the effectiveness of each rnernber of the
accordancewiththeplancontainedinthisPolicyMa¡rua].,and
shall forward such rePorts, after signature by the teacher
concerned, to the Superintendents¡ Departrnent'

of

- shall be responsible for cooperating with the Faculties
Educatio'i'pto*'idingtheirsrudentswithbeneficialteacher
training exPeriences'
3.

Comrnunicating

shall involve

staf

f in decision-rnaking '

as to
shall keep the Superintendents' Departrnent futty advised
subrnit rePorts
the conditions and needs of the school' and shall
-aõ required.

E-2
3.

Cornmunicating (Cont'd.

CEBAE

)

shaLl be resþonsibLe for developing procedures within the school
that facilitate "open" cornmu¡ication befween the school and

the horne.

shall keep the people within the school comrnunity informed
about thè school and its activities.

shall hold staff rneetings as necessary for the purPose of discussing
educational and adrninistrative matters.
shall be responsibLe for rnaintaining liaison with personnel
providing specialized professionaL services in the school
division, (e.g. Child Guidance Clinic, Cornrnunity SchooIs.
Prof

es

)

sional Developrnent

shall display Ieadership and as sist in the individual and collective
professional developrnent of the staff.
shall personally.undertake professional growth activities.
shaII assist in the identification of desirabLe professional growth
activities for participation by all adrninistrators and supervisors
i¡r the SchooI Division.

).

Student Concerns

- shall be responsible for providing a clirnate in which students

can

develop s eIf -dis cipline.

- shall invoLve students in certain decision-making activities
i¡ the school.
B.

Adrnini s trative Functions

I.

Student Adrninistration

shall be responsible for the registration of pupils and for the
rnaintenance of up-to-date curnulative records as specified
by the Supe rintendents' DepartlTlent.

for the organization of the supervision of
pupil activities in the school building, on the school-grounds,
from prior to school opening to irnrnediately after school
shall. be responsible

disrnissal.

CBBAE

E-3
Student Adrninistration

(

Cont'd.

)

shall authoríze, and shall be responsible for the suPervision of,
activities sponsored and conducted by the student organizations
of the school.

z.

for the organization of school patrols according
to the regulations contained in this Policy Manual.
shaLl be responsible

Financ e Adrnini s tr ation

- shaII prepare the school's annual operating and capital budgets
within the bounds established by the Superintendentsr Departrnent
and shall supervise the ongoing exPenditures under the school's
cont¡oI.

-

for the adrninistration of a systern of accounting
for all school rnonies, and shalL subrnit all books to the SecreiaryTreasurer for an annual audit.
shall. be responsible

Facilitie

s

shall be responsible for taking ail reasonable precautions to
safeguard the health and safety of staff and pupiì's'
shall be responsible for inspecting the condition of school ProPerfy
and for reporting instances of vandalisrn and break-ins to the
Superintendent and the Director of Maintenance. Where darnage
is serious and appears to have been deliberate, it shall be
reported to the Police Departrnent, or other aPProPriate action
shalL be taken.
4

Pe r sonnel Ad ¡-nini s tr

ation

shall. be responsible in cooperation rvith the custodial Superviso¡
for the direction of the rvork of custodial staff in the school.

shall be responsible for the direction of the work of the clerical
staff, teacher ai'des and voh¡nteers in the school'
5.

Policy Manual

- shall be responsible for irnplernenting all policies within the
Policy Manual that are related to the students and staff within
the s chooI.

:

ì
:

E-4

5. Policy Manual (Cont'd.

CBBAE

)

- shall be responsible for seeing that copies of this Policy Manual
in the school. are kept up-to-date.
- shaII be responsible for maintaining an awareness of Board
policy within the school.
Other Provisions
The duties of principa).s are subject to the provisions of Provincial Statutes
related to education and to Section 43 of. the Crirninal Code of Canada, as attached.
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